
Pl1ONERAMA INC .
Photo Researcher'
Ms . Michiko Sato
Room 106, E7.m Umegaoka
3-49-9 Daita,
Setagaya-ku, Tokyo
155 JAPAN
TEL :FAX (3414)9963

Mr . Woody Vasulka
Route 6, Box ].00
Santa Fe
New Mexico 87501

INHUNEPAMA Inc.

Mr . Vasulka :

.,n behalf of the Urban I)esiyn Research Inc . (Tokyo), I am now
researching on Contemporary Arts throughout the world .

Actually, this research is for the "Art and Techno-- ScieIIQe
Encyclopaedia" which will be published from the Urban Design
Research lnc . i n the future . This project has just begun so
that we could not inform you the date of issue, circulation,
size and price .at this stage . Today, we would like to ask
your cooperation to-offer some materials regarding to . . . . .

catalog of exhbition, data of their- works, personal history
etc ., anything is acceptable . But especially, we are very
interested in their works of . . . . .

your. big car een , -

" ART OF MEMORY "

i)atE ~ : NnI,Pmk>pr fif 1992--

it would be of r great help to us that if you inform u-,5

	

t
possibility of qur request by fax . We are ready to pay for
the materials if*-it is not. free .

On next page, I have attached a list of a summary of the
encyclopaedia which we are going to publish . Please be tree
to ask any questions after you have read it . We are happy

to receive your advise at any moment .



(BASIC. CONCEPT)

(CHARATERI STZC )

(FORMAT)

Art and Techno-Science Fr, icyc lo aodia

Encyclopaedia which is convenient: and useful as
a basic bibliography .

Encyclopaedia containing all, Muscurus, Artists,
Works and Events which models the image of
Art and Techonology of 20th century . This took
wi1], offer irtany informations to those research
worker, enterprises and the common .

;1 .

	

20TH CENTURY ART AND 'fl',1CF1N0 -(,;CIENCI

	

DIAGRAM

,treading the path of flow of Art and Science
from B .C . to 1000 by using the Chronology and
Illustrations .

2 . THEME FILE

1) Space
2) Time

Soma
4) Sense
5)-- -Material

Medi um
Machine

g) Information
9)

	

Y] ay
10)

	

C0IMl1hni cation

CLASSIFYING EACH 13ME INw 5 ITEMS

6)

	

Medium . . . . . . . A .

	

Media Architecture
B . Malti°Media Theory
C . media Technology
D . Hyper. Media and VR
E . Variation of Image

QCT-~) -Ff ?
4 . T.MPORTANT THESES OF 20THTAkt AND TECHNO-SCIENCE

Each thesis consists of 30,000 to 50,000 words .
Totally, there will be 10 theses .



1 .
2 .
3 .
4 .
5 .
6 .
7 .
8 .
9 .
10 .
11 .
12 .
13 .
3.4 .
]5 .
3.6 .
17 .
is .
19 .
20 .
21 .
22 .
23 .
24 .
25 .
26 .
27 .
28 .

Alice Aycock
Laurie Anderson
Stephen Beck
Dara Birnbaum
Norman Bel-Geddes
Etirmes-Louis Boullce
John Cage
Jacques Carelman
Pierre Chareau
J .G . Chernikov
Marcel Duchamp
Max Ernst
Peter Fend
Hugh Feriss
Richard Buckminster
Peter Forgel
Naum Gabo
David Greene
Ingo Gtinther
Ron Herron
Gary Hill
Jon Kessler
Frederick Kiesler
Piotr Kowalski
Frit 7 Tang
Ivan Leonidov
John C . Lily
Kasimir Malevich

We look forward to 'hearing from you soon .

We appreciato your gi.ving attention

Very truly yours,

(Japanese are

Michiko 'Sato(Ms .)
Photo Researcher
P110NFRAMA INC I

List of the Artists

from this list)Omitted

Fuller

29 .
30 .
31 .
32 .
33 .
34 .
35 .
36 .
37 .
38 .
39 .
40 .
41 .
42 .
43 .
44 .
45 .
46 .
47 .
48 .
49 .
50 .
al .
52 .
53 .
54 .
55 .
56 .
57 .
58 .

on this matter .

THE UASULKRS .INC

Frich Mcndelshon
Laszlo Moholy-Nagy
Eadweard Mybridge
Dennis oppenheim
Frei ntto
Nam Jun Paik
Walter Pichler
Ugo Pietra
Man Ray
Rbighhew Rybozinski
Alexander Rodchenro
Louigi Russoro
Oskar Schlemmer
Jeffrey Shaw
Nicolas SohoffCr
Takis
Nicola Tesra
Woody Vasz'ka
Bill Viola
Michale Webl)
Bill Williinf*
Jean Tinyuely
Niki de Saint Phalle
John lleart_field
George Grosz
(MICA -TV)
(Neural Net)
(Hindcmburg)
Future Systems
(Machine from

"Ina Penal colorly")

P .03



June 10, 1993

Yves De Peretti
Mirage Illimite
FAX # 33 1 40 29 03 14

Hello, I am trying to clear up a few lingering matters for the Vasulkas. We are
uncertain as to whether or not Woody responded to your request dated February
13, 1992, about your publishing company and the monographs you were
proposing to produce about video artists . You were interested in working with
Steina and Woody in Santa Fe producing a work, in cooperation with the French
Ministry of Culture and other European partners, for la Sept.

The Vasulkas would very much like to know what has become of the project . If it
was put on hold because of our negligence in responding, please tell us directly,
and we hope you will accept our apologies .

Thank you .

Sincerely,

Melody Sumner
for The Vasulkas

TH E VAS U l KAS

ROUTE 6

	

BOX 100

	

SANTA FE

	

NEW MEXICO

	

87501

	

PHONE 505 " 471 " 7181

	

FAX 505 " 473 " 0614



~MJRAGE ILLIM17'E
Fax: 33 1 40 29 03 14

Paris, February 13 th,

Dear Woody arid Stchia,

Woody and Steina VASULKA
Flix : 19 1 ,505 473 06 14
From : Yves De PERI '1"I'1

We meet twice,

	

tile first ~tirlle in 1984, the second briefly whenvisiting Lily friends Pierre :' Lobsteirl

	

and

	

Teresa

	

Werlnberg in

	

Santa

MIRAGE ILLIMIT1 ; is a tiieA' video publishing company who initiate acollection of Video Art an Iligli 'rechnology works .
i

This compan y is ill the pr,,i.crss of producing a collection of videoartists nlonographs,

	

incaucli~ ig a P0111- ail

	

and

	

a selection of works.
i

The collection will featuret sort'e of the prorl-rinent vide() artists fromthe world, you, Bill Viola and others, and Drench artists : RobertCahen, Tllierry Kuritzcl . I .

1IEach portrait could include., VCry shorts extracts of tapes, but mainlywill present the artists an - ,their work in a creative way .The selection of works, of I nurse, will be made ill collaboration withthe artists, and will show 1~alaes from different periods,
They ask tile to take in cb fge one portrait, and I really would like todo it with you, in Santa Fe.~
This portrait will be proclu~ccl with French Ministry of Culture aridother partners, arid possibl , broadcasted by the european culturalchannel, Ia SP,1'T .

	

~ I

I hope you will enjoy the i6ti .
We need your initial agr6c .lent to develop the project, and furtherdiscuss about conditions to' to it,

Thanks to fax your opinion1l
I
iSincerely yours .



MIRAGE ILLIMITE

THE PROJECT

Each piece of the collection

Furethermore, the original pr
collection will be harmonize

recent

	

esthetic

	

r'cVU1t3t3Ut1 ' CIill plo}yed

	

b)y

	

the

	

clcveloppemcnt

	

of

	

new
'!'he
technics of both the producticirt and reproduction of moving 'Ir11i19C

brought. up the nccesssity of tile. elaboration of a project of Video Art

Publishing .

	

11
11, this context., MIARGE ILL1td1ITf : pubishes the first collection of creative

works dealing with new image! ~ teeh(lologics Such as Video, 2D and 3D

infography and exp6rinletit.a l ! ;movies .
.

	

I
.rnler a l ;trge public aitd assembles

This collectionn is intended tc , ;
ludicrous or research picces.f'

Our airl) is to create the. ldeaiistic Virten Collection bringing togathcr

classical or innovator int.crna~tIionally recogni7.ed artistical creations .

I'lle focus is on rather short. me piece, longer works dealing with

a specific activity, and artist ; and monographs .

The respect of the original wic rks preseined orl

	

tlle collection will

	

be a

constant care of ours . 11

Nvill have, :i particular editing and presentation .

i
ductfons created for each piece, of

'1 1 with the presented work .

I
I

f



GRAND!-CANAL
	

TEL No .40290314

lffilmmmi.,

L' editio
la necessite
esthetiques
production e

LE PROJET

FEV .17,92 11 " 43 F .U2

video d'oeuvres artistiques est nee de
e rendre compte des bouleversements
pportes par les techniques de
de reproduction de 1'image animee .

MIRAGE , ~ILLIMITE edits La premiere collection
d'oeuvres de~~creation ayant trait aux nouvelles
technologies

	

e i'image, telles quo la video,
1'infographie ~2D et 3D et le cinema experimental .

Cette collection destines a un large public,
propose des `ealisations a caracteres ludique,
pedagogique

	

t de recherche . Notre objectif est de
constituer uge videotheque "ideals", rassemblant
des creations1 artistiques classiques ou novatrices,
reconnues sub* le plan international . La politique
editorials me . en-valeur les oeuvres de courts duree
les sujets the ~xiatiques autour d'une activite
commune dun mettle pays ou dune meme culture,
ainsi que les imonographies d'artistes .

MIRAGE I'j~L IM ITE veillera au respect des
oeuvres pre"s .;nt6es dans cette collection (qualite de1'image et du, : on, diffusion integrale) .Une mise enpage originals ; sera conQue pour chaque numero . De
meme, le pro et suscitera des productions originales
en harmonie ~vec les oeuvres presentees .

Rd1tint?
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July 21, 1993

SteiIla Vasulka

	

FAX: 505/473-0614Box 100; Rte 6
Santa Fe, NM 87501

Utar Steina,

Enclosed is the slide of I'he West you requested . If the Dei;vcr tart'~1~zseum does decide to use the image for their catalogue, L.AFIL s ; .jwk:.os'~-tc~t. a ~11or please have them contact Marla Misunnas is S1~1t1C}NIARights and Reproductions office (her telephone number is 415/2.52-41RI)
0?rely

-Carol Nakaso
kvit~dia Arts

Enclosure : 7 slide-The West (1983)

CC

	

Marla Misunas, Registration
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M .FRIEDMAN

June 8, 1993

S . Vasulka
P .O . BOX 100
Santa Fe, NM 67501

Dear S . Vasulka,

Mildred Friedn-uln

	

125 Fast 12th Street
Penthouse B
New York, New York
10003

PAGE .01
I" ~-~tst c

	

rnn

The Denver Art Museum and the Columbus Museum of Art are
copublishing a 200-page book documenting the exhibition

Metaphor, which will be -distributed by Harry N .

Abrams, Inc : The exhibition, organized by Martin Friedman,

will open in Denver in May 1994 . This book addresses the

history and current role of American landscape as subject

matter and inspiration for American art . Six authors : John

Stilgoe, Neil Harris, Rebecca Solnit, John Beardsley, Lucinda

Furlong, and Martin Friedman are writing on a broad spectrum

of issues that affect the approaches taken by artists to the

landscape . Fourteen American artists have been commissioned

to create works for T
a

H Reape
as Metaphor in a variety of

media including painting, sculpture, instal .Lation, and video

art ; an essay on the work of each artist will be included in

the book . .
Major essays will be illustrated with both historical

and contemporary images ; to that end we request permission to
print, reprint, and reproduce the work( .) listed on page 2 of

this correspondence in all editions of T-.a-ndsn - Z as Metaphor,

for distribution throughout the world .
In the event that reproduction is possible, please

advise as to the charge for the photograph( .), as described

on page 2, and any reproduction fee that may be involved .

Please remember, the museums are non-profit organizations .

On receipt of your response, we shall follow-up with our
formal photo request . The two museums will assume all
expenses for printing, postage, and handling . If you are not

the copyright owner, please provide us with the name and
address of the owner, or any other information that may be

helpful in seeking appropriate permission and giving
appropriate credit in the publication .

With thanks for your attention to my request .

Sincerely,

Stephanie Stebich
Assistant to the Editor

tel : 212614")7
i'ax : l12 614"MK
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JUL 1 '93 15 :57

West Publishing .
Company

Kent Baud
Admris"6ve EdW

Farar.AW
1510 orMa
Pb.~
St.Paul MN b51i4"

o62O~mk-Ow . . .

' .

a,oowa

	

aw.
Eapan, MN 66127

Phone=(6,2~ se-rasat
FaK:f812) 687.6461

	

.

F

C G\N
.:.

17,1

25 June 1993

Aperture
20 E. 23rd St.
New York,NY 10010

Dear Aperture :

I am in the process of preparing the illustration program for a forthcoming
college textbook entitled Experindng Art Around Us. byThomasBuser. The text
-isintended for use in undergraduate art appreciation classes. Publicationof
this 4-color, 600page, softcoverbook is planned for January 1994 .

I would -like to obtain a color transparency (unless otherwise noted) and
permission to reproduce the following in this text (see attached):

'1_ Steina Vasalka, Voice Windows . 1986 . (fromDoug Hall andSally JO Fifer,
. eds,illuminating Video)

Ourestiusated print run is 10,000 copies; we are requesting North American.:
rights . 1 wouldlike to receive materials from youby July 23 . .

Thankyou for your assistance on this project. Please contact theimmediately if
you have anyquestions or if I must contact another source to obtain
permission.

PAGE .002



JUL 1 1 93 15 :58
	

PAGE .003

474

Sceina Vasulka, Voice Window, 10)86 .

STfINA
~b-zo

TATOi oo'r:~ 0101 NfS~(



Jess Mackta

Aperture

FAX # 212-979-7759

July 21, 1993

Dear Jess Mackta,

I am writing for Steina Vasulka. She is happy to give permission to the West Publishing

Company to use the "Voice Windows" art from Illuminating Video published by

Aperture . We think that you may have a page negative, and if so, would you please

send it for us .

If you do not have a page negative, please let me know right away and we will make a

copy of what we have . As soon as I hear from you, I will send a note to the publisher

letting them know what will transpire, and how the reprint is to be credited . Please send

a fax to me-at-'--

ThankThank you.

Sincerely,

TH e VAS U L KAS

t0--kr-cl
p~~ - - Oak

ROUTE 6

	

BOX 100

	

SANTA FE

	

NEW MEXICO

	

87501

	

PHONE 505 " 471 " 7181

	

FAX 505 " 473 " 0614



A P c R T U R
TO : steins Vasulka

FAX : 505/ 473!0614

FROM : Jess Mackta

FAX : 212/ 979-7759

Dear steins,

As per our phone conversation, Y am enclosing the request

for your Image, "Voice Windows." As I am not at liberty to

give - t four number or address, you must contact West

publ .

	

i 3 if you are interested in pursuing this request'

We do x:, that Aperture is appropriately credite( .

c St~ ~11A Jasulka, ILLUMINATING VIDEO, Aperture, 1'%w York,

1990 .

If I can help with anything else, please do not hesitate to

contact me .

sincerely,

Jess Mackta
Permissions

PAGE . 001

20 EAST 23 STREET, NEWYORK, NEWYORK 10010-4463

	

(212) 505-5555

	

FAX(212)979-7759'

"s .,
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Dear Sir,

PWbfehor
PICture P&8**PCA d*partmcnt

17, rue Rdmy hunloncel
Mal Paris Codex 1
7*di .

	

t>> 42 P9 62 00
Fsa f11, 43 *s so 18 `.

	

o«

	

33

	

322

	

$St g91 / VP/553

Pat`is . July 13, 1943

LrROM

	

Editions 9ordae- Service iconographique- Val6ria Perrlo
TO

	

=

	

1: .A .I .`
FAx

	

r~

	

-j 0

	

1

	

7V), 941

	

$9

	

4;

NUMBER OF FAGHS TO ro111.joW 1
(If all Poo

	

have
4
not been reoaived, Please phone 1(33) 1 42 7763

	

or 42 '79 63 24) .

We are at the moment preparing a book entitaed "Histoire mat6rielle etimlattrieile de fart moderne" by F, UE MBXLDIEU, that iI; to be publishedis April. 1994 in only French language .

We would very much like to reproduce in black and white air artwork byStelna et Woody VASULKA i

-"Hybrid hand studies" (4 studies) , 1973 3pao~
Ws 11OPR it is possiblC for you to have a black and White pritit of it ora similar creation, bafere August 15 .

Could you a1OP send us the addreea reference (or fibs) of tile artisti toask them permission to reproduce .

1'14*nk you In adlanC* for your help . .
YOUra. .~111c :er~ety .n
Vj
Val6rio Parrir
Service 1conographique

1'~ M~q ~<CMV f74NUNGEI - ou ov " +u0p 1 P~R'b itDE ~ u . iE~E^rir~rC
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Mfiy52t " m7G : (s~ ex r :~ tie, +o
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Ref . : SI/VP/658
Book/ Histoire materielle et immaterielle
de fart moderne
Author : F . DE MEREDIEU
Published in only France

Dear Woody Vasulka,

Thank you for your letter of July 16, and the black and white photos from Hybrid
hand Studies series . Finally, we are interested in reproducing four steps (please
find herewith a photocopy of it), in the book above mentioned . The picture will
be returned to you after we have used it .

Regarding the two other ones, they are getting back with this letter .

Your artwork will be published in 1/2 page or one page . But for the moment, we
did not know . Would you be kind enough to send us by fax your price-list for
reproduction fees . The print run will be 7 .000 copies, with a low price .

We are looking forward to hearing from you .

Yours sincerely .

BoRms
Paris, August 18, 1993

Woody Vasulka
Route 6, Box 100
SANTA FE, New Mexico 87501
U .S .A .

Valerie Perrin
Service iconographique



PRUM * Val6rie Perrln -- Edltinnfi Bord6a

f

19 .1 .505 .03.0614

Pea, Sir',

Meturo re*esrch der)Rrtrrrer!?t
1 f, 1°~rrr 1Tt~lrf,t~ :%irrFr~~ine~J
t,Fr,1

	

14

. . 0) 42 7ti 62 (it)
1'ax {1) 99 ?2 6- f, M
&J/VP/733

(IV M . sumaer

BQRDAS
publlahor

par'3a+ , September :d, 19`',)3

OF PAGES 1-110 FOLLOW
(If all pages have not been received, please phol°te ;
03) 3 42 79 63 88 car 41 79 63 23) .

Thank you for your fax of 8optember` 2 regarding the reproductio-l ;
of Hybrid hand studicaq in our next book "Histoire mt9t6r1o}Jc of i'
d,.

	

' ex-t

	

a C!dcrlw" ,

The, two black and wh1ty prints, not used, have been returned to yc ;
Ib 1, y rogtstered letter, '.,

	

. .,

('&Avd 3T~-~~ ''Fig` r~ jjetion foop wc iigi'~e with your conditions but v ,1 . ,i t,
to pa,y mare quickly . Please, pould ; you gave it oy z(,Y,

wrote ftj utur letter of august 18, we prefer top:. Iish 1+

stepsbeta

kc. :

i.Hie-rw1 RP i t wi l r

	

he tan small on the naee . of: revroduct i.on .

	

We wish you see

..c: objeLt 01r to it .

You will of course roceive a copy of the book once it 16 publiero4d .

T Doryr



Santa Fe, New Mexico
May 18, 1993

TO: Mr. Matthias Mlchalka of EIKON

SUMNER t BURNING BOOKS
	

5058206216
	

P.01

Attached you find the article you requested written by Woody Vasulka, titled On Techno-Centric
Determinism, previously unpublished.

If you have any trouble with the translation into German, please contact me or the Vasulkas at
the number below. I can also be reached at my FAX #505 820-6216.

If what I have sent to you via FAX is unreadable, please inform me and I will try again. I can also
send the article on floppy disc, and will be happy to send you by airmail a paper copy. Do you
need a photo or other visuals?

We would like to know what is your intended fee for the author? We need to see payment in
the form of a check in U.S . dollars drawable on a U. S. bank . I hope to hear from you soon on
this.

Best wishes,

Melody Sumner
for The Vasulkas

encl : 7 pages article, 2 pages about Woody Vasulka

o
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FAX 0222 4038413

INTERNATIONALE ZEITSCHRIFT FOR PHOTOGRAPHIE 8c MEDIENKUNST

To
Ms_ Woody Vasulka

Dear Woody Vasulka,

ICi_md regards fron Vienna

Matth as Michaika',

thank you very much for your fax f'r-o?n Qtr;? 9 . . We are very
nappy about Your answer and are looking forward to your
atticle, whim should have approd-matEiy 10 manUsc? pt-pages
( plus some black and whike pictures ) and arrive -n 'Vienna
untili ray H .

btag . CHR . GUTH

IKON

Vienna, 13. April 1993

-iii THE `ASCLAAS,INC
	

IM001



INTERNATIONALE ZEITSCHRIPT FOR PHOTOGRA'HIE St MEDIENKUNST

To
Mr. Woody Vasulka

Dear Mr. Vasulka,

between febrilary and may 1993 ttNITn, an international
media-art-festival, which was organized from 15
dustrian media-art-groups, took and takes place in Vienna.
Parallel to the activities, which are shown there, we, the
international magazine for media art and photography "Eikon",
plan a special issue, with which we try to reflect some of
the most discussed questions and to add fundamental
informations . Among other articles (from P. Weibel, S.
Zielinski, F . Rotzer .. . .) we would like to present a text,
which discusses "the technological determinations of media-art
- the history and the status quo of the artistical tools for
media-artists" . we would be very glade, if we could get this
dr+'icle from you, as the expert on this subject . ( rf it"s
not possible for you to write a new text until may 8 ., we
would also be glade to get an already published article on this

which was'nt translated into german yet.
We hope that our project is interesting for you . that the
time is'nt too short and that our finacial
possibilities are not too limited for your author's
royalty
We are looking forward to your answer

Sincerely yours

atthias hidhalka
editorial staff of Eikon

Vienna, 3. April 1993

EIKUN . GUMPENDORFERSTRASSE 118A/12 . A-1060 WIEN . TEL. 0'2.22 / 59 77 088. FAX! 0222 / 59 77 OR7

P.fi .K . KTO . Nn . 92 nil 375
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FAX 0222 4038413

	

Mas. CHR . GUTH

	

THE I'ASULKAS, INC

	

a001

INTERNATIONALS ZEITSCHRIFT FOR PHOTOGRAPHIE & MMOIENKUNST

To

Mr. Woody Vasulka

Dear woody VaS Ia,

than:: you very =011 fo- your fax from rmpru 9 . . We are very

nappy about you answer and axe looking forWard to your

article, which should have approximtely 10manuscript-pages

plus some black and 'wAite pictures ) and arrive in Vienna

untill may a .

l(iad regards from Vienna

Mattriias Michalka -�

IKON

Vianna, 13. Aprii 1993



May 26, 1993

To:

	

Matthias Michalka
editorial staff of Eikon
FAX # 0222 59 77 087

Dear Matthias,

I am writing for Woody to thank you for the offer of $400 in U.S . funds as
payment for the article he submitted .

Please send a check, in U.S. funds, drawable on a U. S. bank directly to the
address below .

We hope to hear from you soon.

Thank you,

Melody Sumner
for The Vasulkas

SUMNER + BURNING ROuKS
	

505820621E.

	

P .02

THE VASULKAS

ROUTE 6

	

BOX 100

	

SANTA FE

	

NEW MEXICO

	

87501

	

?HONE SOS # 471 *7181

	

FAX 505 *473 " 0614



INTERNATIONALS ZEITSCHRIFT FOR PHOTOORAPHIE & MEDIENKUNST

To
Mr. Woody Vasulka

Dear Woody Vasulke,

thank you very much for your article. We don't think, that there will be any problems with

the translation .
Normaly we can offer authors, who can't write for us without fee, 500,- Schillings per page

(= 50,- Dollars per page). In your case we would be able to pay for the article 400,- Dollars.

Please contact us soon, to make clear whether you can accept this suggestion and to clear
also the details of the remittance .

,_,iQlatthias NGohalka

editorial staff of Eikon

Vienna, 24.05 1993

EIKON. GUMPENDORFERSTSA9$E 118A/12 . A-1060 WIEN. TEL: 0222 / 59 77 088. FAX : 0222 / 59 77 087

P.S .K . KTU . Nn, 92 011 373



BAY AREA V I D E O C O A L I T I O N

The Vasulkas
Route 6, Box 100
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501

1111 17th Street

	

May

	

23,

	

1988
San Francisco,
California 94107
415 861-3282

	

Dear Woody and Steina

I am co-editing with Sally Jo Fifer of BAVC, a non-
profit media arts center in San Francisco, an anthology

Facility

	

devoted to video . The enclosed prospectus will give you861-3280

	

an idea of the scope of the project . I should add that
SUNY Press in New York will be the likely publisher,
although we are also talking with Harvard University and

Video Networks

	

Aperture Books .
861-3279

I am writing you because I am interested in interviewing
you as part of the section of the book dealing with
artists who began working in video early in its history .
In addition to yourself, I will also be talking with
Vito Acconci and Bruce Nauman . The structure of these
interviews and the process for developing the
manuscripts for publishing would be as follows : I will
tape record the interview and have the entire
conversation transcribed . I will then send the unedited
transcript to the interviewees with the understanding
that changes can be made, ideas clarified, sections
edited out, and certain ideas amplified . When this has
been completed, the manuscipt will be returned to me for
further editing and then once more will go back to the
interviewee . ThIs--process will continue until all
parties are satisfied that the manuscript best reflects
the intentions of the interviewees .

I hope that you agree to participate in this process .
You've both made a significant contributions to video,
and I think that it's important to have your ideas
expressed in the anthology . Could you please send me a
note letting me know if you agree to being interviewed ;
and, assuming that you do, I will re-contact you and set
up a time and a place to meet .
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The objedtJv6~ ;tif ~'®'project is not simply t~ create a series of

super»eatal.o0ee Or~'to organize and save thelartists' archives,
I

Mores than tihih,,O~oh CD-ROM will provide theiopportunity for the

creation of

	

prt'q pal work of art that explores new modes of

knowing, tkiinkiA9 laid moving within the data pace, based on the

individual dpproa0h,of each artist .

	

For this reason, he will be

the author,of the PD-ROM concerning his own work, becoming

familiar with the ~osaibilitiea of multimedia as he works closely

with the p ojAct a m,+ The initiation of som~ of these artists to

multimedia'is e~ eiddjtional and important aspect of the project .

ueveloptroat ;'PIA

The :eurideitit

	

it6 ~.Y

	

iuridiociplinary nature o~ the projef

requires expertise in many fields : art histojy and theory,

computer ,programmi~nq, graphic design, writin~, video production,

etc . p`or ttiis r~Rls~od, a team will be assembl4d for each CD-ROM to

assist the 'artists

- collaborotore (eirt theorists, critics epee alized in the

artist's work; etO )' to define with the artist the main entries
I

and the 1l.nks betJeen the elements

an histgrian . toedit the archives, to bring together the

documents and fel t-what should be kept and consulted, to point

out where the IacX9 are, and to propose the iestoration or the

production dot new ;elemental

.- speciallste .for the digitalization of the photos, films,

videos, sognde .and :,toxts ;

	

i

a designer "d a'orogrammer for the conception of the

interface, the navigation modalities and the,'testaj

al director:

specialized aAvisira will be sollicited according to the

theoretical a1d conOuter development requirements of each CD-ROM .
i
I

The project development will. occur in three ~hasos

1 w the aoaeeptioa phase (three months) in*olvings

* the conbtitution of the archive i biograp~y, index and

description oit2e works, bibliography, lie!t of personal and

collectiv shows; texts (books and catalogulOs, critiquos,



VIDEO ART : THEORY AND PRACTICE
Co-edited by Doug Hall and Sally Jo Fifer

A PROSPECTUS

Video Art : Theory and Practice brings together a collection of
writings by scholars and artists to provide a serious critical
frame of reference for video art as well as to provide valuable
documentary resource material . In its 25 year-old history video
art has encompassed a wide spectrum of artistic practices without
supporting critical discourse . As David Ross, Director of the
Institute of Contemporary Art in Boston has noted, "The brief
history of video art has yet to generate any clearly discernible
movements . Unlike painting and sculpture, video art has not been
subjected to systematic critical analysis based on a series of
'isms .' In fact, video art remains dominated by a broad range of
individual attitudes and styles ." Video Art : Theory and Practice
will reflect and study this diversity by commissioning essays
from the most active and important scholars and artists working
in the field today . This anthology of new writings will include
30 essays providing an unusually comprehensive survey, the first
resource of its kind for professional media artists, critics,
scholars, students and the general public . '

	

'

Video Art : Theory and Practice is divided into three sections :
theory and criticism by scho ars, curators and critics ; artists'
writings ; and interviews with video pioneers . The aim of the
first section of the book is to present a variety of critical
approaches as well as to contribute new thought and research
toward the development of a critical voice for video art . Topics
to be explored include : discussion of artistic practices ;
investigation of the relationship of video art to new
technologies and to mass media ; examination of the social network
in which video art i-s produced and disseminated ; and theory of
video language and montage .

While practically no critical literature exists on video art, it
is even more difficult to find primary documents in which artists
express their ideas directly in writing . A significant strength
of Video Art : Theory and Practice is that it will include both
critical writing as well as the primary responses and positions
by the very artists that the critics are interpreting . Fifteen of
the most renowned video artists in the country will contribute
their ideas and discuss the issues surrounding their work in the
second section of the book . These documents will be an important
resource for an overview of the voices that have shaped the field
of video art as well as for serious textual analysis .

The third section of the book, "Interviews with Video Pioneers,"
will address why video emerged in the late 60s ; why it has
changed radically in its twenty-five year history ; and how it may
transform itself in the future . Four seminal artists will discuss
their relationship to this electronic medium . The artists are
Vito Acconci, who used video as a means of expanding poetic and
sculptural ideas ; Nam June Paik, who is credited with being the



progenitor of video art and who was drawn to video through music ;
and Steina and Woody Vasulka, early pioneers in the electronic
manipulation of the video image .

In addition to distinguished criticism and writing, this
publication will contain photographic reproductions of video
which will optimally represent the aesthetic of the electronic
image . Kira Perov, foremost photographer of video stills in the
country, will produce a series of color photographs of the
highest quality from artists' videotapes .

Current literature on contemporary art reveals that it is
impossible to discuss the development of post-modernism in art
without discussing the development of video as art ; it is only
with serious critical discourse that video art can be understood
and recognized for its important role in the history of late
twentieth century art and media arts . This requires a forum
where the voice of the artist, scholar and critic can be heard .
Video Art : Theory and Practice will respond to this urgent needin the field of media arts . This anthology will advance the
field by broadening its discourse through innovative and original
writings by the most lively and intelligent minds on the subject
and through the highest quality documentation of the medium
available .

CONTRIBUTORS

Proposed contributors include : Arthur C . Danto,' Wulf
Herzogenrath, John Hanhardt, David Antin, Maureen Turim, Gene
Youngblood, Raymond Bellour, Martha Rosler, Kathy Rae Huffman,
Robert Riley, Deirdre Boyle, Nam June Paik, Bill Viola, Woody and
Steina Vasulka, Joan Jonas, Rita Meyers, Steve Fagin, Gary Hill,
Mary Lucier, Chip Lord, Dara Birnbaum, Ken Feingold, Antonio
Muntadas, Tony Oursler, Juan Downey, Peter D'Agostino, and
Francesc Torres .



SUMMER INSTITUTE ON THE MEDIA ARTS
P .O . BOX 83, LINCOLN CENTER, MA . 01773

	

617/259-0068

SONJA ELLINGSON GILLESPIE, DIRECTOR

Woody and Steina Vasuika
1600 Old Pesos Trail
Santa Fe, N . M . 87501

Dear Woody and Steina :

3WA~'

Enclosed please find your course description and a short biographical
sketch for the Summer Institute, June 14 - July 3, 1981 . Please review,
make any necessary corrections, sign and return in the enclosed self-
addressed envelope . Please return promptly - if we do not hear from
you by February 1, we will include in brochure as written .

I am counting on you to share in the recruitment of students for your
class . By May 15th we should have estimates for course enrollment .

Looking forward to working with you at the 11th annual Summer Institute .

I'm planning on utilizing our equipment budget & studio rental for
Warmest regards,

60,Z,
%77 S779
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cairc
The Vasulkas, Woody and Steina
111 East 14th Street
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10003
,U . S.A.

Dear Vasulkas,

Cordial ly` yours,

Buenos Aires, July 1, 1974

We are making a book on artists and video, which will be published both in
Spanish and English. Our purpose is to offer a thorough information on what
ever is occuring internationally in the field of video, particularly for SpanisTi-
speaking readers.

Since the book will be profusely illustrated, it would be of the greater interest
for us to have one or two photos of your videos and some continents - of your
own or of any other expert - on your work.

We would appreciate your sending us this material as soon as possible, since
we intend to publish the book in its Spanish edition before the end of the year.
We will pay for your sending expenses by return mail .



cairc Gr-398
10-6-74

video educativo del cayc
Exhibici6n de videp alternativo didactico en color Y blanco Y neSro (1/2") Presentado Por
el CAYC en enero de este ano en el Museo de Arte Moderno de Nueva York (conferencia inter
~Acional sobre el futuro de la televisi6n) ; en mayo en el Centro Cultural San Fedele de
Milan y en el Centro Cultural Internacional de Amberes y en junio en el Media Study de la
Universidad de Buffalo (Nueva York) y en el Museo de Bellas Artes de Bruselas .

Presentaci6n lunes 10 de junio
19 horas, Alsina y Bolivar

en ciudad educativa s.a.
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MUSEUM OF MODERN ART STUDY CONFERENCE
OPEN CIRCUITS - THE FUTURE OF TELEVISION

GT-348
19-1-74

NEW YORK, JANUARY 1974

Luis Pazos, Hector Pupo and Jorge Lujan Gutie-
rrez (Argentina), 1970 - 15'
Edgardo Antonio Vigo (Argentina), 1971 - 101
Alfredo Alvarez, Zulema Ciordia, Dardo G6mez,
Enrique Torres and Jorge Velurpas (Argentina),
1971-15 1
Jaime Davidovich (Argentina), 1972 - 20'
Juan Carlos Romero, Eduardo Leonetti and Luis
Pazos (Argentina), 1972 - 15'
Angelo de Aquino (Brazil), 1972 - 10f
Rafael Hastings (Per(l), 1973 - 12'
Luis Benedit at CAYC (Argentina), 1973 - 30'
Group of the Thirteen in Buenos Aires (Argentina)
1973-30 1

Technical Team: Video Sony 3400 - 1/2" - A.S.
Realization : Danilo Galasse - Jorge Glusberg - Pedro Roth . (A Cooperative) .
Translations : Alfred Hopkins and Raquel Colbert .
Prospective : Agustin Merello (Futurologist) .
Presentation of texts in the conference: Jorge Glusberg .

ac

~o(L) a)
*0 "a
M >

0
g Homo Sapiens
0

Experiences
"We" Group Laboratory0a

0
90 Road
g Mass Media in Argentina

Exercises on oneself
Anthologies

r-.0 Dialogue with Jorge Glusberg
The Group of the Thirteen
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calfc GT-349
21-1-74

video-alternativo
latinoamericano

en el museo
de arte moderno

de nueva york

Representando a los artistas latinoamericanos que trabajan con video-tapes, Jorge Glusberg,
presentard una serie de trabajos realizadas con los equipos del Centro de Arte y Comunica-
ci6n (C.A.Y.C .), acompafando un desarrollo te6rico, acerca del video-alternativo en Latino-
america, en la pr6xima conferencia internacional sobre video-tapes llamada OPEN CIRCUITS -
THE FUTURE OF T .V . Este coloquio con un panel de 35 invitados de distintos palses se desa-
rrollara organizado por el Museo de Arte Moderno de Nueva York, durante los dias 23, 24, 25
y 26 de enero de 1974 .
Las obras realizadas por el C.A.Y.C . (Ediciones Tercer Mundo) son las siguientes :

SI MISMO

	

'
ANTOLOGIAS
CORTO,CORTO MUY CORTO
DIALOGO - Luis $'enedit
con Jorge Glusberg
EL GRUPO DE LOS TRECE

-Angelo de Aquino (Brasil), 1972 - 10'
-Rafael Hastings (Peru), 1973 - 12'
-Horacio Vallereggio, (Argentina),"1973 - 4'

-En el C .A.Y .C . (Argentina), 1973 - 30'
-En el C .A.Y.C . (Argentina), 1973 - 30'

El equipo Tecnico que ha trabajado para la realizaci6n de todos estos video-tapes esta for-
mado por la Cooperativa "Ediciones del Tercer Mundo" - Video-Alternativo, integrada por
Danilo Galasse, Pedro Roth y Jorge Glusberg .
Los desarrollos tecnicos que acompaffaron a estas producciones fueron discutidos en el marco
de las reuniones semanales que el grupo de los artistas reunidos alrededor del C .A .Y .C .
(Grupo de los Trece) viene realizando durante los dos ultimos afros .
El equipo registrador es un grabador Sony AV 3400'(American Standards, de 1/2") .

HOM0 SAPIENS -Luis Pazos, Jorge Lujan Gutierrez y Hector Puppo
(Argentina), 1970 - 15'

EXPERIENCIAS -Eduardo Antonio Vigo (Argentina) 1971 - 10'
NOSOTROS -Alfredo Alvarez, Zulema Ciordia, Dardo G6mez,
Grupo Laboratorio Enrique Torres y Jorge Velurtas (Argentina)

1971 - l5'
CAMINO -Jaime Davidovich (Argentina) 1972 - 20'
MEDIOS MASIVOS , -Juan Carlos Romero, Eduardo Leonetti, Jorge
EN LA ARGENTINA Glusberg y Luis Pazos (Argentina), 1972 - 20'
EJERCICIOS SOBRE



May 21, 1975

Steina & Woody Vasulka
257 Franklin Street
Buffalo, N.Y. 14202

Dear Steina & Woody,

At present we are compiling two books on video . The first
volume will be devoted to the video work of artists ; the
second will focus on the work of those people using video
as an information/communications medium. Both books will contain
reviews of different aspects of the medium in an effort to
facilitate intelligent commentary on current video activity .

t"h
We hope very much that you willAcontribute to the book on
video art, which will be published by Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovitch .
We would like to offer you two pages in which to make a presentation
(using photos, drawings, words) concerning your work with this
medium .

	

If you are interested in submitting an article in
addition to your two pages, please contact us .

The final deadline for contributing material is August 15 .
We hope this is not inconvenient, but we have been told that
it is a necessary deadline if the book is to be published
in the spring of 1976 . Enclosed are some guidelines concerning
the preparation of your pages, and a postcard which we would
appreciate your returning to us as soon as possible .

All material should"be mailed to The Raindance Foundation,
51 Fifth Avenue, Suite 11D, New York, N.Y . 10003 . Please
direct any inquiries to Mary Lucier, Managing Editor, at
212-255-4947 .

With best wishes,

4-'r~



WE WILL SOON BE SENDING YOU

THE GUIDELINES AND FORMAT
SHEETS FOR THE DESIGN AND
PREPARATION OF YOUR PAGES .
IN ADDITION, YOU WILL
RECEIVE AN AGREEMENT FORM

ALLOVriiNG VULI FTJBLIuIH

	

TO

PRINT YOUR MATERIAL .



Artpark

October 22, 1975

Woody Vasulka
257 Franklin Street
Buffalo, NY

Dear Woody :

Artpark is in the process of documenting its 1975 visual arts season for museums,
galleries, and the arts press around the world . This publication is designed to
present a sense of the entire artist-in-residence project as it actually occured,
and a detailed visual and written representation of the art that was created here .

We are seeking your assistance in developing an accurate description of your own
work at Artpark . Printer's deadline is December I . To meet this deadline we
must have the following materials in hand no later than Monday, November 10 : a
written statement (roughly 200 words) describing the name (if applicable), intent,
and origin of your piece, including a full description of the actual physical/
technical procedures and considerations involved ; preliminary or working sketches
and other physical details ; a photograph of yourself ; photographs that you feel
best represent your work, both in process and complete ; and other visual
information you feel is pertinent to an understanding and appreciation of your work .

Artpark retains editorial control over this publication, although the materials
that you contribute will naturally be our primary resource . Please assist us as
soon and as throughly as you can . If you have any questions, feel free to call
me or Sharon Edelman at 716-745-3377 .

Sincerely,

Rae Julian Tyson
Visual Arts Coordinator

RJT/dce

Natural Heritage Trust/Artpark
South Swan Street Building
Empire State Plaza
Albany, New York 12223
Telephone : 474-2087 Area 518

Lewiston State Arts Park
Box 371, Lewiston, New York 14092
Telephone : W#P/Area 716

	

745-3377

1700 Broadway, 11th floor
New York, New York 10019
Telephone : 977-8260

	

Area 212
Cable : Artpark, New York



Memorial Art Gallery
of the University of Rochester
490 UniversityAvenue
Rochester, NewYork 14607
'

	

,) 275-3081

Steina and Woody Vasulka
257 Franklin Street
Buffalo, New York 14202

Dear Steina and Woody,

Just a note to remind you about the page we requested
for our catalog on Video . Our deadline has been extended
to include a documentation of the program here at the
Gallery, April 19-27, VIDEO FROM ALL SIDES .

We would appreciate very much hearing from you .

Sincer

Joan Gibbons Rongieras
Assistanit Curator

16 April 1975



Artpark

Dear Woody and Steena

Enclosed is a sampling of sketchy material about Artpark .

The concept has marvelous potential End I look forward to
the opportunity this Saturday to explore possibilities with you . . .

Lewiston State Arts

	

.fox 371

	

Lewiston, New York 14092

	

Telephone 754-82 1.L~rea Code, 7

	

C �aLiu, Artuark, New York



5 December 1984

Mr . Woody Vasulka

Route 6, Box 100
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501

Dear Mr . Vasulka,

Thank you for allowing us to make use of your photograph(s)/il-
lustration(s) in the creation of a television commercial
promoting our new magazine, Vantage Point : Issues in American
Arts . We are pleased that the Arts & Entertainment Network
generously has offered to produce the commercial and to air the
it on their cable station, at no expense to us .

Enclosed please find a release form requiring your signature . A
postage-paid envelope has been included also for your convenience
in returning the form to us as soon as possible .

If you have any further questions about the television commercial
or the release form, please give me a call at 354-6655 .

Once again, many thanks for your support of our efforts to make
Va ntage Po int a big success!

Sincerely,

Sarah Havens
Marketing Manager

VANTAGE POINT
I S S U E S I N A M E R I C A N A R T S

The Magazine of the American Council for the Arts 0 570 Seventh Avenue, New York, New York 10018 0 212/354-6655



Dear Katharina Gsollpointer :

1tel . (319) 338-9908
-fax. (319) 354-8973

lingua press,

	

publishers
box 3416 Iowa city, is 52240

(319) 338-9908

9 .3 .92

Attn . Katharina Gsollpointner (Lava)
Brucknerhaus Linz
Linzer Veranstaltungs-Gesellschaft m b H (Lava)
Untere Donaulande 7
A-4010 LINZ, AUSTRIA

FAX 43 732-783-745

LINGUA PRESS PUBLISHERS has for some time been considering the publishing of a
series of books which put focus on EXPERIMENTAL-RESEARCHED BASED-INNOVATIVE
work in the 20th Century, particularly in the domain of ELECTRONIC ARTS, its
beginnings, development and future . This will be done in the most detailed
way along technical , aesthetic, philosophical lines, in limited ed Liuu .

We, of course are aware of ARS ELECTRONICA and its wonderful projects,
and have at hand the 1992 book "Pioneers of Electronic Art" . It is the
kind of work we necessarily would have included in our series . Now,
since the ARS ELECTRONICA book is in place, it seems pointless for us
to re-do work which has already been done therein .

AND SO, we wonder if enough copies of your book would be
available for our limited edition, (e .g . 100-200), and
what terms could be proposed for our mutual benefit .

I hope very much this proposal will be of interest,
and that a favorable response will be forthcoming
soon.I should mention that LINGUA PRESS is the only
Publisher we are aware of which is conceptually
multi-dimensional, and which searches for innovative/
interactive work in 'all' areas of creative-experimental
endeavo

Dear Steina & Woody :
he above is on its way, & lets
hope the response comes soon &
it is good . This copy is for yr
records . We'll keep at it until
we get what we want ; eh? Meantime
all bests, Kenneth



January 31, 1991

Dear Steina and Woody,

California / International Arts Foundation
A NON-PROFIT CORPORATION

Steina and Woody Vasulka
Route 6 Box 100
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501

Enclosed are copies of the C/IAF newsletter Art Sphere , which includes the
interview we did on the telephone about your travels and related subjects .

I hope you pleased with the results . You should know that this issue is going
to all the international museum directors and curators that attended the CIMAM
conference, so you are getting some nice publicity .

I am also sending you two catalogues about Czech art, then and now, as it
were, as a token of our appreciation . (Actually, the "now" one is coming
under separate cover .) Also, a copy of an article from Artforum on the same
subject .

On behalf of Lyn Kienholz and the C/IAF, thank you very much for being so very
agreeable and articulate, and generous with your time .

I would like to say that Peter and I and the kids will see you in Santa Fe
soon, but unfortunately, such is not the case . . . Oh well .

All the best from Peter and me --

Sarah Tamor

Enclosures : 12 copieb of _Art Sphere
3 black and white photographs
Deve"stil catalogue

2737 OUTPOST DRIVE LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90068 213/874-4107 FAX 213/874-8195
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Woody and Steirta Vasulka
fax 41-69-43-63-33

Dort Foresta
fax 331-4245-1312

Dear Steiiia,

Iuly 22,1993

-91 -Lark; for the fax, We need the article for September . "11te best would{ be to

have a floppy of it sincewe would like to rework our end a bit . We have to add

art occasional bit of irttelligence to give us that sound of importance .

Ye have our Electrortic (afe furtctiorting and lots of press coming in. We seeirt

to have hit son-tethinc . It's pretty amazing. We on~ have to hope that we cart

find the funding necessary to keep our staff at it,

Ute program that I have beert developing with four art schools and art

artgirtazring school is ltagpartirtg . We Will Start with art experimental year this

Dctober .. This is a big break-through and we hope the beginning of art eventual

rtew ins Autlort, If Wood is

	

dirt to be in the area, I would defirtitelylike hint to

talk. I want you both to be palL 01 the interyiatiortal faculty I'm putting together .

It may riot rctaan much right rtow, but I do third- it will develop into Somethirta.

original . Whert you cart get access to ISDN, we would want you ort-lirte . T1tat'll

be furl . We would wartt him arty time. in NoveraLuer or Decelttber. It doesit't pay

ranch so we would have to get him coridng or going if that's possiblle .

We' Ll e doing somethiq wide Mort. ore line with Nice this 'November .

.1

I'll be in HufPalo this -August irttrodut:irtg rrty grand-daugl-tter to her great grand-

parents . I talked to Berry a few times artd we will spend some time together

then,

lots of lover .



Dear Woody and Steina (but is Steina there?),

look, I have something for you! I actually wrote something about
you and your books, and I hope I have passed "the test" . Here is a
copy of the journal, and I hope you will enjoy it as much as I
have . I like the editor, Bonnie Marranca, very much . Her piece on
Robert Wilson is so damn poetic, and that's where I want to get
with my writing . We shall see where I'll get . . . much confusion as
always, and I do miss youl

But, Woody, I want to thank you for the conversations we had on
the phone about your catalog and exhibition, "Eigenwelt der
Apparatenwelt" . I truly think that this book should have more
exposure . Also, put me in the list of people who would like to have
the documentation on video of the show . I remember that you
mentioned that the footage on laserdisc was going to be transferred
on video . Is it true?

So much for now . I spoke with Joan about your show in Santa Fe,
and I am very happy that you were able to have the show there . Here
in Buffalo there is a dumm show of video, at the Albright-Knox
Gallery . I say it's dumm, because I don't think it's contextualized
at a111 Gary Hill has a beautiful piece, "Tall Ships", but the
theme of the show does not really exist .

Anyway, as Americans say, be in touch l Let me know if you and
Steina ever come in these regions . . . if not, I'll see you again in
New Mexico, and you'll teach me something else .

Very good, them

Antonella Pelizzari

200 Laburnam Cres . #2
Rochester, NY 14620
Ph . 716/461-9524,
e-mail : map@geh .cTg

Rochester,11/25/96
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MEMORANDUM

TO : Contributors to "Re(a~ Video"
FROM : Doug Hall and Sally Fifer
DATE : April 4, 1989
SUBJECT : Proof Reading and Corrections to Manuscripts

Enclosed you will find a copy of your manuscript which contains
questions that came up during copy editing at Aperture Books, It
is important that you read these carefully and respond to them as
fully as possible . Your corrected manuscript will be the source
for the galleys . This is, in short, your last opportunity to make
corrections . We ask you, as well, to respond to the questions and
suggested changes immediately and return the manuscript to us
within a week of receiving it . Your promptness in responding
will, quite honestly, determine whether or not this book will be
out by early Fall . Send them to w

	

?1.co Ernih fr. 4Z
Bc rV-e(+G,(" L Ft 941-04
You will notice that we have also furnished you with a page onto
which you are asked to give the correct listings for all
videotapes that you mention in your essay . Notice that titles
have been highlighted in yellow on your manuscript . Your list
will form the basis of a videography that will be included in the
back of the book . Your listings should include : 1 .Title of work
and date that it was completed . 2 .Either your role in it (i .e .
producer, director, etc .) or the name of the artist to whom it
should be credited . 3 Tape format (i .e . 3/4", 1/2") . 4 .dolor or
hl. :wk and white . 5 .Sound or silent, 6 .Duration, 7 .Single channel
,multiple channel (indicate i of channels), or installation .
8,Any additional information that you think should be included .

If you haven't already done so please return your signed contract
to us at BAVC . Aperture will not proceed with the galleys until
we can deliver all of the contracts to them .

This is the last call for photographs . As you can imagine, money
for this project'is extremely tight and we must depend on you to
furnish us with photos . If you had intended to supply pictures to
accompany your text's do so now or forever be silent,

You will be happy to know that the money we have raised for this
project is going to pay the authors for their contributions . As
soon as we've received your manuscripts back with the requested
information, your check will be mailed to you . If this final
process goes smoothly, the book will be available in early fall,
19qT,

Thanks for your patience in all of this .



ART NOMURA FILM "VIDEO
4106W. Jefferson BI . Los Angeles, CA. 90016

	

(213) 731-1362

Woody Vasulka

	

f'!i"'
~~

Route 6, Box 100
Santa Fe, HM 87501
(505) 473-0614

	

October 30, 1989

Dear Woody Vasulka,

I am writing with good news . In Fall '88 I began the
creation of a core directory of video art to meet the needs of
those who wanted a basic introduction to the artform . I sent out
survey forms nationwide to video artists, curators, critics,
teachers and video art exhibitors . After many months of
compilating~replies and reactions I have settled on the video
works I would like to feature in this publication .

In the original video survey questionnaire, I asked for
three responses . The first was, 'List the five videotapes that
you feel are essential to a video art collection .' The second
was 'Name the five video art tapes that you feel are the most
provocative', and the third was 'List the five videotapes which
best utilize the distinctive attributes of the video medium' .

From these inquiries I have been able to compile what I feel
is a credible and useful listing of those videoworks which are
most representative of the diversity, quality, and nature of
video art . I am very happy to inform you that your videotape(s)
Art of Memory : The Legend was(were) collectively rated as
indicative of the best of video art by my respondents .

In order to complete this directory, I now must prevail upon
you for additional information on the aforementioned tape(s) and
on you the artist . Please take the time to complete the enclosed
questionnaire, and return it to me as soon as possible, and
hopefully no later than--November 30, 1989 . I realize that you
are extremely busy, but I feel the value of this directory to the
video art community is significant enough to justify the input
and time I'm requesting .

My intention at this time is to self-publish the completed
directory, offering it for sale (at a nominal price) to teachers,
institutions, and members of the general public who are intrigued
and interested in knowing more about video art . Your
contribution to this directory will, I feel, increase your
personal visibility in the field, help greatly in the effort to
educate and inform those interested in video art, and assist in
the creation of a much needed document in the scant world of
video literature . , .

I hope to have'a first draft of this project completed by
year's end . Therefore your prompt participation will be greatly
appreciated, and is in fact, necessary . If you have any
questions whatsoever regarding this project please call me or
Mary Daval at (213) 731-1362 . Thank you for your cooperation .

Sincerely,



August 23, 1993

Peter Weibel
FAX #

Dear Peter,

Woody asked me to help him prepare the texts you are to edit for the book. Would you be so
kind as to answer a few questions to help me get the material to you as quickly as possible :

As you may remember I helped with copyediting on the Pioneers of Electronic Art
catalogue . It is certainly a success, and you are to be congratulated for the conception and deter-
mination which kept it going . I saw your videotape of the exhibition recently and I enjoyed it
very much. It looked beautiful . I look forward to hearing more about your plans for this new
book.

Warm regards,

What is the time schedule for the book?
How many words do you wish to receive from Woody? [34,000 words?]
Is there any budget associated with the preparation of the texts?

THE VASULKAS FEE Do

ROUTE 6
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NEW MEXICO
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PHONE 505 " 471 " 7 181
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Frank M . Berndt
Hochstr .1

D-5220 Waldbrol
BR Deutschland

	

Western

Darstellungsform hinaus mogliche stilkritische and
qualitative BewertungsmaBstabe unter Berucksichtigung
des jeweiligen sozio-kulturellen Kontexts gefunden
werden .

r2 . Zu diesem Zweck sollen Kunstler in Form von
Statements ihre Vorstellungen von Video-Kunst arti-

-

	

kulieren . Die Form dieser Darstellungen ist nicht
festgelegt, gebrauchlich sind jedoch

..

	

a) .kurze Texte in Verbindung mit Fotografien
b) 'Diagramme' zu Video-Performances etc . .

3 . Daruber hinaus sollen in die Dokumentation Kurzaus-
sagen von Kunsthistorikern, Kunstkritikern, Museums-
leuten and Fernsehredakteuren aufgenommen werden .

Die Dokumentation stutzt sich in erster Linie auf :
schriftliche and/oder mundliche Selbstdarstellungen

-

	

der PersonenGruppen
- Publikationen (auch mediale Kommunikate) der Personen

and Gruppen selbst . oder (un)vero£fentlichte Be-
sprechungen durch Dritte

- allgemeine Publikationen zu den Themen Video-Kunst,
alternatives Fernsehen, kritische Medienpraxis .

Intendiert ist, die Kriterien zur Bewertung der Video-
Aktivitaten unabhdngig von merkantilen and politischen
Interessen in enger Zusammenarbeit mit den betrof£enen
-Gruppen zu erarbeiten and in Buchform zu publizieren .
Langfristig ist der Aufbau eines internationalen Video-
Austauschzentrums geplant . Alle Vorhaben sind nicht am
Profit orientiert .

Tel . 02291/4312

Germany

Dear Steina, dear Woody,
Are you interested to participate -
to write a statement ?
With best wishes I look forward to
hearing from you

will attempt to find stylistic and qualitative
standards of crgi_ticism, taking into account the
respective socio-cultural context .

2) to achieve this, artists should formulate and state
their own ideas on the video art-form . The nature
and form which these statements should take has not
been laid down : the most common contributions have
been
a) texts and related photographs
b) graphic representations of video performances .

3) In addition, the documentation will inclu* brief
statements by art critics, art historians, museum
staff and T .V . editors .

The documentation will be based on :
- statements in a written and/or oral form, from

individuals/gro ps
- publications (and media messages produced by indivi-

duals or groups themselves or (unpublished commen-
taries by a third party

- general publications about video art, alternative T..,,
and the use of the media .

The aim is to carefully formulate and to publish criteria
for evaluating video-activities in the form of a book :
this will be done in close cooperation with the inter-
ested parties, completely free from financial or politi-
cal interests . A long-term aim is the setting up of an
international vided-exchange centre . It is not the aim
of this project to make a profit .

Konzeption der internationalen Video-Dokumentation

Die Dokumentation soll moglichst viele Aktivitaten auf
Finternationaler Ebene erfassen, in deren Rahmen Kunstler
_.mit dem Medium Video arbeiten .
:`Die Zielsetzung der Dokumentation la13t sich folgender-
:~maBen umschreiben :

Inception- of - an international video-documentation

This "documentation" will encompass, on an international
level, as many as possible of the activities in which
artists in the video-medium are involved .
- the "documentation" has the following objectives -

,:1 . Zunachst soll in der Dokumenltation nicht nur die 1) firstly, it will include not only the development of`
bisherige Entwicklung der'Video-Kunst dargestellt the video art-form ; it will also go further than the
werden, sondern es sollen caber these eingeschrdnkte previously limited attempts at representing it . It



La documentation' envisage de comprendre, A un niveau
international, autant d'activites que possible dans
le cadre des(pelles des artistes emploient le medium
video' .
La documentation se propose comme objectif :
1) tout d'abord non seulement-de montrer de developpe

ment de 1'art video, mais'de depasser la facon
limitee de repr&senter et de trouver des crite :i~es
stilistiques et qualitatifs, tenant compte du
context& socio-culturel .

2) Les artistes devraient articuler leur conception
de fart video par des 'statements', dont la forme
n'est pas determinee, mais
a) des textes brifs (si possible), avec des photos
ou
b) des graphiques pour des performances video, etc
ont pass& dans 1'usage .
En outre, cette documentation devrait intigrer les
points de vue des historians et critiques d'art,
conseillers de muse& ou redacteurs de television .

La documentation est en premier lieu, bas&e sur :
- des presentations (ecrites ou orales) des personnes~

groupes
- des publications (aussi

nication) des personnes
comptes rendus (publier ou

- des publications generales

3)

BR

Frank M . Berndt
Hochstr .1

D-5220 Waldbrol
Deutschland Western

Conception de la documentation internationale 'video'

bien que mediums de commu-
et groupes eux-memes ou

inedit) par tiers
concernant d'art video,

Tel . 02291/4312

Germany

ABBOZZO - SOPRA-UNA- DOCUMENTAZIONE- INTERNATIONALE - "VIDEO"

La documentazione dov~rebbe comprendere, internazional-
mente, le diverse att~ivita nel cui ambito fosse data agli
artisti la possibilit~a di comunicare tramite trasmissioni
televisive .
Il proposito della documentazione si potrebbe elaborare
nella seguente maniera :
1)--Per cominiciare, Vila documentazione non dovrebbe
rappresentare unicame~nte to sviluppo finora raggiunto
dall'arte VIDEO, ma, 'al di sopra di questa forma limitata
rappresentativa, dovr%ebbero cercarsi nuove valutazioni
stilistiche qualitative the tengano conto dell'attuale
contestazione social& e culturale .
2)--Gli artisti, a ta'le scopo, dovrebbero esporre i pro-
pri punti di vista con rispetto 1'ARTE VIDEO, in cui non
sarebbe determinante la "forma" dell'esposto, ma potreb-
bero considerarsi d'interesse :
- a) Brevi testi corredati da fotografie,
- b) 'diagrammi' di spettacolo VIDEO .
3)--Nella documentazi''one dovrebbero essere inoltre regis-
trati, in sintesi, i~differenti punti di vista di critici
storici, artistici, c'onsulenti di Musei e teleredattori .
Detta documentazione dovrebbe appogj-arsi essezialmente a :
- Autopresentazione sia oral& o scritta (o entrambe) di

persona o gruppi di persone,
- pubblicazioni -anche per comunicazione indiretta me-

diante terzidi persona o gruppi, circa colloqui pubbli-
cati o inediti,

a-

la television alternative, et critique de la pra-
tique du medium .

Il sera le but d'elaborer, en cooperation etroite avec
les groupes en question - ind&pendant d'interets mer-
cantiles et politiques - les critiques d'e'valuation
des 'activites-video' et de les publier dans un livre .

- pubblicazioni generali, sui temi ARTE-VIDEO, TELE-
VISIONE-ALTERNATIVA, CRITICA per esperienza acquisita .

Lo scopo finale e que'llo di elaborare, in stretta colla-
borazione con i gruppi interessati, i criteri per una
valutazione dell'attivita televisiva, indipendentemente
ogni interesse politico-mercantile, ed aggiornarne quindi

Dans la suite, un centre international d'exchange una pubblicazione . Con vista al futuro e con fini non
video pourrait s'etablier (non-profit projet) . lucrativi si profila la costituzione di un Centro Inter-

Scambio Video .



No Recipient, cat . meeting

To :
From : Woody and Steina Vasulka <woodyv@santafe .edu>
Subject : cat . meeting
Cc :
BCC :
X-Attachments :

>Herr Doctors :

>Hope you had fun . Want to hear all about it . I personally long
for a visit
>to the coast .

>Got your email to Ron about the three types of graphic material .
Sounds
>good . Can you still meet tomorrow or do you want to get
everything together
>first? Tell me when . Tomorrow morning or afternoon is okay .
Wednesday is
>out .

>Here are questions, ending with list of missing materials :

>something soon? This would help us approach those sections and
maybe can be
>used as text .

>Q2 : What is the final name for the table now caned "stealth ."
We are using
>the table numbers off the website and if they are incorrect
please let us
>know . Bruce told me everything he knows .

>Q3 : We need the David Mather text ASAP, or a word count if its
unedited . f
>Also same with Durfee text, word count is fine to start with .

>Q4 : Based on Ron's' ;;catalogue contents, there are going to be
floating short
>texts, quotations, and definitions . Vie need those car at least an
estimate
>of how many and how long each one is?

Printed for Woody and Steina Vasulka <woodyv@santafe.edu>

	

1

>Q1 : We need a brief description for each machine . We got the
ores off the
>website for most but there is nothing there for "Friendly Fire"
and "The
>Maiden" in terms of a general, technical description . Can you
whip up



No Recipient, cat . meeting

>Q5 : Russ Gritzo's text
It doesn't
>show up in
part of
>definitions?
y
>QG : The texts

>Call or
have the
>pants for

>xox, Melody

abcut

the contents list

the actor, etc ., seems great to me .

but maybe it can be considered a

received : Erkki interview, Dennis

Maiden (as revised by

Will we (BB) be

the type. roughly and

we have so far
DoIlans,
>Aline Brandau°r, my Maiden
Ron),
>Gritzo's text,
doing that, or
>will Ron and you
then you all
>can copyedit if you like .

>STILL NEEDED :
>

	

catalogue title and frontmatter
>

	

statement from ICC director (we have one from internet
to use for now)
>

	

Hisanori's text
>

	

David Mather's text
>

	

Roy Durfee's text
ehort quotatione and d®finitione from Ron

>

	

table descriptions for "Friendly Fire" and "The Maiden."
>

	

bio of woody
>

	

exhibition history and selected biblio on the tables

text, Woody' s

need final final copyediting .

and Woody? We can place

Let us know .

email to let me know if tomorrow is still good . I will

the illustrious pant-wearer .

Printed for Woody and Stein. Vasulka <woodyv% santafe .edu>



Woody and Steina Vasulka
Route#6 Box 100
Santa FeNM 87501

Feb 30'92:

	

Final illustrations and corrections (post edit)

critical issues in electronic media
simon penny
505 ne 5th st
gainesville fl 32601
904.375 9025
fax 904. 392 8453
simon@nervm .nerdc .ufl .ed u
Thursday, August 29, 1991

Dear Vasulkas
It was a real pleasure to meet some of you over the summer, at SIGGRAPHand elsewhere . As a result

I have invited some new contributors . This letter is to all . For new invitees the original invitation letter is
attached .

These meetings have also helped focus-theTroject. The texts will be, by andlarge,by-artist- who -

	

-
write. The writings will discuss political/economic/cultural issues which have arisen out ofresearch into
the technological topography and/or use of electronic media in artistic practise .

Publishing developments move apace . Several publishers have expressed interest in the publication, a
preliminary prospectus is with MIT, University of Indiana, University of Minnesota and Longmans. The
Institute for Resaearch in the Arts, Arizona State University, has expressed an interest in publishing the
anthology. University of Minnesota has recently published `Technoculture' Eds: Penley and Ross, which
is in the same territory. I am approaching Verso and Autonomedia. Further suggestions and tips, names
etc, welcome.

When contracts are offered I will discuss copyright issues and royalties with each of you. I have no
particular objection to publishing material previously published as conference papers, exhibition catalog
essays or similar, as long as the distribution has been restricted. We can discuss this.

Thankyou for your contributions so far. I am aiming to go to press by summer `92. Thus I am
assigning deadlines as follows :

ASAP By October 30th at the latest:
a synopsis of the proposed paper: 250 words
a condensed resume: 250 words.

Dec 31'91 :

	

Completed texts.
Illustrations (full scale photocopies will be acceptable at this time.)
Diagrams and line work.
A bibliography with full publication details, between 20 and 100 texts is requested
The intention being to offer a comprehensive bibliography of the field within the
anthology. I'm hoping that the bibliography will do double duty as footnote
references.

So the book will consist of:
Introduction
Table of contents
10 -12 essays with illustrations
Amalgamated bibliography (including references in essays)
Contributors biogs
Index (maybe)

Suggestion on design and structure are welcome. As we are (most of us) practising artists I am
considering including in the biog section one representative illustration of each persons work.



APERTURE FOUNDATION

FOR PHOTOGRAPHY AND THE VISUAL ARTS

APERTURE P U B L I C A T I O N S

P A U L STRAND ARCHIVE

P H O T O G R A V U R E WORKS HOP

B U R DEN G ALL E R Y

2 0 E A S T 2 3 S T R E E T

N E W YORK , N E W Y O R K 1 0 0 1 0

T E L E P H 0 N E 2 1 2 5 0 5 - 5 5 5 5

T E L E X 8 5 7 7 1 8 FAX 212-979-7759

27 May 1991

Woody Vasulka
Rt 6 Box 100
Santa Fe, NM 87501

Dear Mr . Vasulka,

Enclosed please find your complimentary copies of Illuminating
Video . Thank you for your wonderful contribution to this fine
project . I hope you like the book as much as we do .

You may purchase further copies for 40% off the retail price
through our customer service department telephone number 1-800-
825-0061 .

Jane D . Marsching

enc .



Woody and Steina Vasulka
RT6, Box 100
87501 Santa Fe, New Mexico
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Vittorio Fagone

Personal address Corso Italia 68, 20122 Miiano
tel . 2/8375606 fax 2/8358645

1' February 1990

I have just delivered to the publishing house Feltrinelli the text
of my book L'IMMAGINE VIDEO . Arti visuali e nuovi media
elettronici (VIDEO IMAGE . Visual Arts and New Electronic Media)
which contains a wide documentation of both the study and the
analysis of this research area in the last ten years .

To

	

illustrate

	

this

	

book

	

I

	

would

	

like

	

t, o

	

use

	

also

	

the
representation of your work . I already have such a material which
I have collected during the different international exhibitions to
which I have attended in this field - from Documenta (Kassel) to
the Video Locarno Festival, and from Artec (Nogoya) to Fukui
Biennale - or which has been given personally to me .
However I shall appreciate receiving from you other up-to-date
photographic material should you consider it particularly
effectual and meaningful - .- -

The engagement in publishing such a large work (nearly 300 pages)
in a research area still scarcely frequented by the large public
obliges me to request the comprehension of those artists whom my
book refers to and therefore to ask you too - obviously only for
publication in this text - to grant Feltrinelli your permission to
publish free of charge , the illustrations (1 or 2) concernin_4_your
worA .. _1nreturn' the Publisher will send yoti on publication at
the above-address (tor any other address) a free copy of the book

I

	

shall

	

be

	

gratefi.,l

	

if

	

you .-could

	

give

	

your

	

permission

	

very
urgently, if possible by

	

20th, through the attached sheet
because, for obvious -'reasons of a correct behaviour, Feltrinelli
couldn't publish the material already in my hands without your
formal consent . /2 .a ._.A/Ayy,

.rL

	

Vo~YJPAX-~T417

	

fs (Sincerely- ,

LIBRERIE FELTRINELLI : BARI, Via Dante 91/95, tel. 52 .19.677 / BOLOGNA, Piazza Ravegnana 1, tel . 26 .68.91 - Via dei Giudei 1, tel . 26.54.76 - Piazza Galvani 1IH, tel. 23.99.90 / FIRENZE, Via Cavour 12,
tel . 29 .21.96 I GENOVA, Via P.E . Bensa 32/R, tel . 20 .76.65 I MILANO, Via Manzoni 12, tel . 76.000 .386 - Via S. Tecla 5, tel . 80.59.315 - Corso Buenos Ayres 20, tel. 22 .57.90 / NAPOLI, Via T. D'Aquino 70/76,
tel . 55.21 .436 / PADOVA, Via S. Francesco 14, tel . 87 .50.792 / PALERMO, Via Maqueda 459 (Piazza Verdi), tel. 58 .77.85 / PARMA, Via della Repubblica 2, tel . 23 .74.92 / PISA, Corso Italia 117, let .24.118 / ROMA,
Via del Babuino 39/40, tel . 67.97.058 - Largo Torre Argentina 5, tel . 65 .43.248 1 Via V.E . Orlando 84/86, tel . 48.44.30 / SIENA, Via Banchi di Sopra 64/66, tel . 44 .009 / TORINO, Piazza Castello 9, tel . 54 .16.27



June 14, 1993

Dear Steina :

Sincerely,

Enclosure :
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Steina
Rte 6 Box 100
Santa Fe, lei 87501
fax 505 473 0614

U
Z

Enclosed with this correspondence are two copies of a release we would
like you to sign that will enable us to use portions of your recent
telephone interview with Jo Ann Hanley on tape and in our exhibition
catalogue, "The First Generation : Women and Video 1970-1975 ." Please
sign both copies keep one and return one to us in the envelope provided .

As soon as it is available, we will send you a copy of the edited
transcript to be used .

Once again, thank you for participating
is by no means complete, but a copy (as
information .

	

If you have any questions

Lyn Freeman
Exhibitions Coordinator
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in this project . The itinerary
is, to date) is enclosed for your
about the exhibition please call .



FAX TH e VAS U L KAS FAX

TO : VALF-0 f: eLgM - ZZ)1710N A02I»
F RO M : Won1J y

	

(hc C uL, d,/V

DATE : Sr-f'

	

-7

	

q_3
PAGES :

Dear Ms . Perrin,

Thanks for the fax, please feel free to print the way you
see fit, I will look forward to receiving the book . I
appreciate your corncern for quick payment, however our
banks here charge such an excessive fee for their services,
that there will be little left of the money . Rather, please
send by mail a check in dollars, (on any U .S . bank) .

My best regards,

Woody Vasulka

ROUTE 6

	

BOX 100

	

SANTA FE

	

NEW MEXICO

	

87501

	

PHONE 505 " 471 " 7 181

	

FAX 505 " 473 " 0614



EXP : BORDAS

	
33 1 43 22 85 18 1993-09-03 16 :13 G3-96 S

	
#1

FROM : Valerie Perrin- Editions Bordas

TO Woody Vasulka or M. Sumner

FAX

	

n°

	

:

	

19.1 .505 . 473 . 0614

NUMAFR OF PAGES TO FOLLOW
(If all pages have not been received, please phone
(33) 1 42 7963 88 or 42 79 63 24) .

Dear Sir

Publisher
Picture research department

17, rue Remj, Dumoncel
7.5661 Paris Cedex 14
Te1 . (1) 4.2 79 62 00
Fax (1) 43 22 85 18
SI /VP/733

TFENr.,FXX.)PV Ty611TSMZ'VitA1r-' I-E'l''I'ER

Paris, September 3, 1993

Thank you . for your fax of September 2 regarding the reproduction of one pictur(
of Hybrid hand studies in our next book "Histoire matdrielle et Immat6rielle
de fart moderne" .

The two-black and white prints, not used, have been returned to you on August
18 by registered letter . . . . ,

	

. . .

Regarding the reproduction fees we agree with your conditions but we need to
liave your-,bank referbnce to :pay more quickly . Please, could,'you give it by fax,

As we wrote in our letter of august 18, we prefer to publish 4 steps because
nthArwIAA it. will he too small on the oaee .of,reproduction . We wish : ,-v6u see
no objection to it .
You will of course receive a copy of the book once it is published .

Our best.-regards,

v~
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Dear Mr and Mrs Vasulka
we starter

	

,

	

Producing th-:-1 ;"1'with Mr Lischka
and wc- rE~pc' -c,w the whole ii listration material .
Please se .~d li-, the rest of the pictures or slides for your
`article and

	

the legends/titles to yodr slides .
Many thanks for your ki~Id collaboration .

Steina Vasulka
Woody Vasulka
Route 6 Box 100
USA- 87501 Santa Fe
New Mexico
Fax 001 505 473 06 14

Bern, 27th of Januar,r 1993

Yours sincerely

961 74 14
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Woody and Steina Vasulka
Route 6, Box 100
Sante Fe, NM 87501

Dear Steina and Woody,

POLYGRA.
Graduate Program in Literature

301 Carr, Duke University
Durham, NC 27705

April 20

I hope you received my letter of February 2 . If you didn't, this
follow-up letter might bring a little confusion . Perhaps you received
it, but threw it away and do not remember anything about it . I will
remind you .

It recommended your artistic talents .

It announced the topic of the current Polygraph , "modernism and
post-modernism ."

It asked for a submission of any kind, text or visual text .

It closed hopefully and humbly .

What do you say? I imagine you are quite busy on your return to
the States, probably getting ready to go off on another worthwhile
visit abroad . Still, we would like to hear from you, would like to
include, in other words,-- a word (or a view) on (of) video from
specialists in the next Polygraph .

Hope to hear from you . Our deadline is flexible, but the issue
will probably be pretty set by the end of July . You can write to the
journal, at the above address, or to me (a new address, 2626 Chapel
Hill Road, Durham, NC, 27707) .

Tim Scherman
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The Rockefeller Foundation
FilmNideo/Multimedia
Fellowships

Tania Blanich
Program Coordinator

73 Spring Street, Suite 606
New York, NY 10012
"Telephone : 212-274-8080
I'ax : 212-274-8081
e-mail : tblanich a nmorg

Joan Shigekawa
Associate Director
Arts and Ifunianifies
77te Rockefeller Foundation

420 I'ilih Avcnuc
New York, NY 10018-2702
'releplione : 212-869-8500
I "ax : 212-398-1858

October 3, 1996

Steina Vasulka
Rt . 6, Box 100
Santa Fe, NM 87501

Dear Steina :

NATIONAL VIDEO RESOURCES

An Initiative of the Rockefeller Foundation

We're writing to you because you're one of the distinguished few
who have received a FilmNideo/Multimedia Fellowship from the
Rockefeller Foundation over the past 10 years . Because more
people should know about you and your work, the Rockefeller
Foundation has decided to launch a newsletter to highlight the
work you've done and are doing . We hope to capture the vitality
of your work through this newsletter. Too, as the field is growing
so fast, we hope to keep you and your colleagues up-to-date
about your latest accomplishments and projects .

Initially, we expect to send the newsletter to all of the past and
current Fellows, trustees and staff at the Rockefeller Foundation,
other funders interested in media and the trade press . After 10
years of the Fellowships, there is a wealth of information to share
about you and the more than 100 Fellows who have received this
award . But we also need more information from you .

For example, has your work been shown at festivals? Won
prizes? Been broadcast? Too, what are your thoughts about
trends in the field? The newsletter will provide information on
screenings, events, awards, residencies, and any other
information you'd like to share. We also plan to use this
newsletter to expand exposure of your work to the indie press and
the press in general .

National Video Resources will create and distribute the
newsletter. .'Please put us on your mailing and e-mailing lists :
send us press clippings, highlighted comments, reviews, and
screening and exhibition announcements . Call us, let us know
what you're up to these days! And if you're in New York, please
drop by our office to say hello - we're usually good for a free cup
of coffee .

73 Spring Street - Suite 606 - NewYork, New York 10012
212 " 274-8080 Fax: 212-274-8081 e-mail : NVRlnfo®nvr.org



Please take a moment to correct the attached postcard giving your
contact information and return it to NVR by November 5th .

	

Thanks!

We'll be calling you to say hello and catch up with you - so expect to
hear from either Anne Darragh or me in the next couple of months .

We know how busy you are and that finding a stamp can be an all day
affair, so to improve the flow of information, we've included several self-
addressed, stamped envelopes for your convenience . We can't wait to
hear from you!

Best,

PPw
EBlanich

Program Coordinator

tblanich@nvr.org
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SUOMENLINNA 1 SVE4BORG
00190 HELSINKI l HELSINGFORS
TEL 358 0 668143 1 FAX 358 0 668594

FAX
MOTTAGARE I RECEIVER

	

STEINAVASULKA

AVSANDARE 1 SENDER

	

TIMO VALJAKKA

SIDOR J PAGES

August 12

Dear Steina,

$358 0 668594

	

NKC

The dead-line of SIKSI no.3 - with your interview in it - is drawing close . Please send me some

color photographs/transparencies of your recent work as soon as possible (express) . I would be

very happy about a photo of the Borealis-piece, too .

If there are any questions please contact me or Cati Hakulin, editorial assistant.

With best regards,

Tmo

SIKSI
THE NORDIC ART REVIEW

[a 001



BAY AREA VIDEO COALITION

1111 17th Street
San Francisco,
California 94107
415 861-3282

October 15, 1987
Facility
861-3280

	

Steina and Woody Vasulka
Route 6
Box 100

Video Networks

	

Santa Fe, New Mexico

	

87501
861-3279

Dear Steina and Woody :

On behalf of Doug Hall, the Bay Area Video Coalition and the rest
of the contributors, we are pleased that you have agreed to par-
ticipate in the anthology .

As Doug mentioned, we are in the midst of applying for several
grants and writing a formal prospectus for the publisher and so
need from you : your resumes/biographies, 3 to 5 35mm 2 X 2 slides
of your work, and an abstract/synopsis for the proposed
manuscript .

Thank you in advance for sending the above as soon as is possible
so that we can include you in our upcoming proposals .

Sincerely,



Dear Woody,

O P E N

	

S O C I E T Y

	

I N S T I T U T E
SOROS CENTER FOR CONTEMPORARY ARTS, MOSCOW
RUSSIA, 125319, MOSCOW, CHERNYAKHOVSKOGO ST ., 4A
TEL (095) 151-8706, TEL/FAX (095) 151-8816, E-MAIL : sccamoscow@glas .apc .Org

We have much pleasure in sending you the catalogue "NewMediaLogia",
wich is edited three years after the simposium was held in Moscow in 1994 .

We wish to inform you about our project "DA-DA-NET" - the festival
of Russian web art, wich will take place in the near time.
The detailed information will be sent in addition .
We would be thankful for the fax with acknowledge the receipt .

It would be very kind of you to inform us about your proposing programmes .

Sincerely,
Irina Alpatova
Olga Shishko

03 .07 .1997 .



Peter Garland
SOUNDINGS Press
PO BOX 8319
Santa Fe, NM 87504-8319

Dear Peter,

ROBERT ASHLEY 10 BEACH STREET NEW YORK NY 10013 212-219-0782

Sorry I have been so slow to answer your letter of Oct 29 .
We were performing here and there November and December .

Thank you for issue 14-15 . SOUNDINGS continues to be good
work and valuable . The political reminders and necessary .

Thank you and Woody for being interested in Atalanta Strategy .
I think it came out better than expected, considering budgets,
pressures, etc . We just learned that it was

	

selected for
INPUT screening in April, 1987 .

I hesitate to send you the script, because it is 28 pages
(double space, but line numbered), and because I don't have
a "finished" version that you could just photocopy for printing .
The version I had when the production was finished had corrections
and other things written in . It would have to be typeset and
proofread .

Would this work be acceptable to you? There is not really a
simpler version . And this, of course, is just song-script with
an "index" of the harmonies that can be written in the margins .

In other words the musical "score" is mostly mixing notes and
otherwise unintelligible notations . In other words, a verbal text .

We have lots of good pictures, of course .

How shall I approach this?

Very best regards, .



VIDEOSCOPE THE MAGAZINE OF
VIDEOTAPE
SOURCE INFORMATION

IRA HOROWITZ / EDITOR

VIDEOSCOPE is a new magazine dealing with all aspects of
video : the mechanics, techniques and aesthetics .

As Editor of VIDEOSCOPE, I was referred to you as someone
who is active in video by Lydia Silman of the New York State
Council on the Arts .

The second issue of VIDEOSCOPE is to be devoted to
"Experimental Video and Video Art" ; and, accordingly, we
would like to know what relevant things in this area you are
doing, or have done, and wonder whether you would be interested
in writing an article on what you are doing for inclusion in
this issue of VIDEOSCOPE . Articles should be 1500 to 2000 words
with accompanying photographs, where available .

	

If you would
like to submit an article, the deadline for submission for this
issue is September 30th, 1974 .

I have enclosed an early news release to give you some
idea of what VIDEOSCOPE is like .

IH :pjb

Enclosure

Have a nice day . ,

Sincerely,

August 15, 1974

suite 1520, one park avenue, new york, n .y. 10016

	

(212

	

689-0360



Artpark .

Dear Woody and Steina,

It was very nice to meet with both of you last Sunday
and I know teat both Rae and myself were intrigued by
what we saw and excited about the potential of your
participation in Artpark's 1975 Season .

Although I thii4k it is fairly clear to us, .tioody, what you
might be developing . . .I do not have as sharp a focus, Steina,
on precisely what you would like to pursue or ~r.-,h +t role 7 ou
choose to play . I think it is quite apnropria.te, indeed fortun';-te,
t hat you both might be involved and I hope we have an
opportunity to examine this question when you visit next Friday .

Looking forward to seeing you then,

Yourpe-~ruly

v /°

David H . Katzive

Lewiston State Arts Park

	

Box 371

	

Lewiston, New York 14092

	

Telephone 754-8271 Area Code 716

	

Cable: Artpark New Yorl



April 24, 1974

Steena and Woody Vasulka
Center for Media Study
Annex A, Room 8
State University of New York at Buffalo
Buffalo, New York

Dear Steena & Woody V

	

*a :

Peter Campus asked me to send you the copy of THREE
TRANSITIONS, which I had, and I mailede~a few days ago
to you at SUNY .

I was looking for Woody on the 15th; alas, no hear or
see . I am disappointed as I had hoped to include a few
of your tapes in the coming issue of Art -f- Cinema . Let
us plan for the fall issue . And, of course,it would have
been nice to see you . Please let me know next time you
are in town .

Warm regards and best wishes to you both .

1 Lincoln Plaza
New York . N. Y. 10023
Phone (212) .2d4-7450

Visual Resources c.
Eva Kroy Wisbar, president



Greetings,

Cn iiay 21 we mailed you a letter inviting you to contribute
to a book we are compiling on video art which will be pub-
lished by Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich . Here are the
enclosures we mentioned we'd be sending you . They are :

1 . a guideline sheet concerning design
of your pages ;

2 . format sheets ;

3 . key to using format sheets ;

4 . letter of agreement for the publisher
so that your material can be printed .

Please return the legal letter of agreement to us as soon
as possible as well as that postcard we enclosed with
the letter of May 21 .

If you never received the clay 21 letter please let us know .

We look forward to hearing from you .

The P.aindance Foundation
51 Fifth eve . i1-)
New York, N .Y . 10003
June 2, 1°75



Mariana Cook

CLAM

Dear Ms . Kirk :

FROM

	

MAR: Hh IA . ((=00k'

Kara Kirk
Publications Manager
Sari Francisco Museum of Modern Art151 Third Street
San Francisco, CA 94103-3159
FAX : 415-357-4000

Thank you for sen.ling me the first few pages of yourforthcoming catalogue Steina and Woody Vasulka : MachineMedia .

While I appreciate your designer's creative impulse inappropriating my portrait of Steina and Woody as he has, Ican not give you permission to use it this way . I know I wasclew about the portrait's not being cropped when you
origixially asked permission to use my portrait, so this
certainly comes as no'surprise .

I would be delighted for you to reproduce my portraitof Steina and Woody in its pure, straight form . I can not,however grant you permission to use it in any other way .

cc : Steina and Woody Vasulka

Sincerely,

TO 15054730014

September 13, 1995

P.01

TOTAL P.01



Dr. Susanne Pach
Puppling, Haus 40
D - 8195 Egling

Tel. 08171/ 18329

Dear Mr . and Mrs . Vasulka,

I am writer of a well known German video magazine called
VIDEOaktiv . There I am editing a series called "Video
Gallery" . I would appretiate to write an article also
about you and your work . If you are interested I would
beg you to send me some colored slides - about eight
to ten - and biographical and other informations aboutyou .

The chief editor of our magazine, Mr . Bernhard Kammer,
will be in N .Y . in June . He will contact you there .

Sincerely

18Feb84



ELECTRONIC ARTS INTERMIX, INC .

	

84 FIFTH AVENUE

	

NEW YORK, N.Y. 10011

	

(212) 989-2316

Woody and Steina Vasulka

	

7/28/81
1600 Old Pecos Trail
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501

Dear Woody and Steina :

?s you may already know, we are putting together a new catalogue
for the Fall . It will be quite extensive, including photos and
descriptions of work .

For this purpose we would like the following, photos of you,
biographical information, any photos from your work (or possibly
photos of you at work!) . Also any reviews or critiques you are
particularly fond of will be helpful . One last item ; if you could
send us a paragraph or two talking about your work, in general
or relating to a specific work, that to would be helpful .

We are looking for a mid-September printing, so please send us
the material ASAP . I am sorry about the rushed nature of this
request .

Thank you in advance .

Sincerely,

Er is Trigg



Vol,

3-21-1999 7 :33PM

	

FROH APT RESCJURr'FS INT' L. 202 244 6844- P. 1

NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE ARTS

	

The Nancy Hanks Ccnrcr
1100 1'cimsylvania Avcnuc NW

Washington DC 20506-0001
202/682-5400

March 19, 1999
Steina Vasulka
1600 Old Pecos Trail
Santa Fe, NM 87501

Dear Steina,
I would like to invite you to be part ofa book the Endowment is publishing in
cooperation with Harry N. Abrams, Inc . documenting the twenty-eight year history
of the Visual Artists Fellowship Program. The program began in 1967 and ended by
Congressional action in 1995 . The book will include a substantial essay by Michael
Brenson, former art critic for the New York Times; a history of the fellowship
program; the navies of all fellowship recipients ; and several hundred reproductions .

To convey the visual richness and quality of the work supported by the Fellowship
Program, we are including examples of recent work by a small number of artists
selected from the thousands of fellowship recipients by a group of curators and art
critics . You have been selected to be illustrated in the book and I would like to ask
you to submit materials for consideration by the book's editors .

Art Resources International is assembling all materials for the book, so please
forward the following materials-directly to them:

uali

	

8" x 1 "

	

-and-white

	

1

	

to

	

a h of
or wor com leted since you first received anNEA

o ensure accurate repro uc on, rt is pre era le that the work be
p ot~hed with a gray scale included in the image. Attach the following
information to each image: A. Your name, B. Title ofwork, C- Date of
work, D. Medium of work, E. Original dimensions of work in inches,
height x width x depth, and F. Photographer or collection credit, ifapplicable .
Please indicateiimage orientation regarding "Top" and "Front" .

2 . One completed copy of the enclosed copyright permission form.

3 . Self-addressed, stamped envelope for return of your materials after the
publication phase has been completed . Every effort will be made to return
your materials intact, but due to the nature of the publication process, we
cannot be responsible for lost or damaged materials.	~---

Please return these materials no later than

NEA Fellowship Project
Art Resources International
5813 Nevada Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20015-2544
Voice : 202-3636806 Fax: 202-244-6844 E-mail : akaari@eartblink.net



3-21-1999 7 :39PM
	

FROM ART RESOURCES INT'L. 202 244 6844

I very much hope that we can count on your participation in this important project .The book will memorialize the federal government's impressive investment inAmerica's visual artists and make the results publicly visible for the fast time . In lieuofreceiving royalties, we have made arrangements with Abrams for the book to beavailable to the listed artists at a discount . We will notify you ofthe details ofthisopportunity once the book is published .

In addition to this project, we are also working with the National Museum of AmericanArt to create an Internet archive ofthe entire fellowship program . We are in theprocess of digitizing slides that are currently in our files and putting them on-line withbiographical information . Ifyou are not already taking part in this project, pleasecontact Art Resources International for details.

Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely,

ifer DoNley
Director, Museums and Visual

P . 2
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Appendix - 1

It would be very helpful if you would please send
us photographs (if possible, include colour also)
and other materials of your work mentioned below .
You are very welcome to include any other choice
of photographs and material, for example of more
recent works .

"Vocabulary", '1973

	

4 Photographs
"Golden Voyage", 1973

	

4

	

''
"Evolution", 1970

	

4

	

"
"Update", 1978

	

4

	

,



Dear Stein& and Woody Vasulka,

Maria Vedder

	

Bettina Gruber

Cologne,January 22nd,1;94 h,

~'s the final deadline for the Video-ArtABook, Dumont
ferlag .:Kdln - 15th of Febraury 1983 - is now rapidly
gettiag closer j we approach you again.
As we consider mr,Vidgo--Work an important part of
the history of Video-Art,,we think the book would be
incomplete without your participation .And we think
to represent your, work in an adequat :way,we would
need original .photographs,,which we will send back
as soon as possible .
As time is runnier short,we would be very grate-
ful if you could, ; .,send us an answer and if in any
way possible,some phtographs .
Looking forward to hear from you soon

Yours very sincerely



Max Almy

	

LEAVING THE 20TH CENTURY
Lyn Blumenthal

	

DOUBLECROSS
Ed Bowes HOW TO FLY
Peter d'A-gostino

	

QUARKS
Ed Emschwiller

	

SKIN MATRIX
Ken Feingold THE DOUBLE
Kit Fitzgerald & John Sanborn

	

EPISODE
Doug Hall

	

SONGS OF THE 80's
Joan Logue PORTRAITS
Tony Oursler

	

GRAND MAL
Mike Smith

	

SECRET HORROR
Bill Viola

	

CHOTT EL-DJERID (A PORTRAIT IN LIGHT AND HEAT)Bruce and Norman Yonemoto

	

VAULT

Color stills and catalogue information for all the 27 tapes used
for the compilation reel are included in the Artists Cataloque sectionof the book, which is also titled RESOLUTION . . . In addition to thecritics essays and Artists Catalogue, the book contains essays byJean Baudrillard,,Bill Olander, Jon Wagner and David James, andwritings on their own work by DoOg Hall, John Sanborn, Lyn Blumenthal,Bruce and Noliman Yonemoto and Dara Birnbaum .

Coinciding with the publication of the book and exhibition isthe symposium,`taking place at LACE on May 3 from 11 - 5 . The fivecritics will appear, as .well as local video artists involved in theproject and Robert Beck from Electronic Arts Intermix . We anticipatethe symposium to be a significant critical event and hope you willtry to attend . We are unable (unfortunately) to provide air fares,but if you are able to be .i n Los Angeles during this time, pleaselet Ann Bray or Weba Garretson at LACE know this as soon as possible .You will, of course, be admitted without charge and we may be .able to pay some small honorarium for you to appear on the symposiumpanel .

BOARD OF

DIRECTOR

Joy SRverman Jackil Apple

Man~ Josepha.Anew

Kaeeur~sgr

Wwi Dap

LA C E GdGbereri

Elizabsib Firmest

213.624.5650 Los Angeles Contemporary Exhibitions
1804 Industrial Street Froys house

Los Angeles, CA 90021
likeKoEq

Robert toot..

Merry Nonis

Rickors
We would like to bring you up to date on the LACE video Jon Petersee

criticism project, RESOLUTION : A CRITIQUE OF ART VIDEO . The
A.trid Preston
Treasurer

critics participating are Beverle Houston, Director of Critical Anthony do b. t

Studies, USC School of Film and Television ; Amy Taubin, video Joy siiverusas

curator of The Kitchen and writer ; Peter Rainer, film critic for
Fm00cio

the L .A . Herald Examiner, Lane Relyea, editor of the JOURNAL OF
Alai. Susith

UopewTechmc
CONTEMPORARY ART ; and Chris Dercon, Belgian curator and video Robert Walker

writer . CAotrroars

Mary Woronov

In their essays, they discuss the following tapes, which will
Bruce Yeaes.ots
Vice Chakmm

be exhibited at LACE beginning April 18 through hay 10 : Marvin ZriAer



Your tape will be returned the week of April 5, and we will
be sending at that time 2 copies of the book and the color
transparencies taken of your tape with the Dun Instruments
camera as well . We hope these will be of use to you in the future .

We thank you, once again, for contributing your work
for this project .

	

It would not have been possible without the
support of the artists . We hope it will serve as a catalyst for
video criticism, and that this will be one of many more studies
of video art .

atti Podesta

	

J

	

S' Werman
Project Director

	

ir or, LACE



09-FEB-96 FR 15 ;21

Prof . Dr . Dieter Daniels
Hochschule fur Grafik and Buchkunst
Wachterstr . 11, D-04107 Leipzig
Tel . (0)341-2135-122__,_ Fax (8)341-2135-166

to : Steina & Woody Vasulka

FAX 001- 505-4730614

Dear Steina, dear Woody,

HGB LEIPZIG

	

FAX NR, +49 341 2135166

	

S,01

09.07.1996

the "Taschen Verlog" is publishing a two vo , ame book "ZOth Century
Art" (800 p., edition in german / french / english) .
I was asked to write the part on "art and new media" .

In this book I would like to include your work .
Therefore I want to ask you, to send me some material on your work,
especially the early years (60s / 70s) -- and if possible the
catalogue of your show in St . Francisco - and Gerald O'Grady I
heard about a show in Italy too .

My Email adress is : 100115,17'2;zCompusen,e.Com

Good luck for your projects

yours
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February 23 1994

Woody Vasulka
Route 6, Box 100
Sante Fe, New Mexico 87501

Dear Mr. Vasulka:

POSTMODERN CURRENTS ART AND ARTISTS IN THE AGE OF ELECTRONIC MEDIA will be

updated and reprinted by Prentice Hall in early 1995 . With your permission we wish to continue to

reproduce all the illustrations in the book including yours . ( We first contacted you in Fall 1991 about

the first edition) .

Woody Vasulka, Number 6
(Courtesy woody Vasulka)

MARGOT LOVEJOY

-" y.
k

Nonexclusive world rights in the English language in this and future editions of this book are being

requested . These rights will not in any way restrict in any way republication of your material in any

form by you or other agents authorized by you . Use of the reprinted material will be only within the

text proper and not for promotional purposes unless requested . The reproductions will be printed in

black and white, and for scholarly purposes only . 1 will give full acknowledgements as to the source of
"M-., =g

reprinted material .

	

'

1 grant permission for the use of the material described above.

1994 Signed

1 thank you in advance for your attention, ar~d 1 look

Sincerei

166-04 81 Ave., Queens, N .Y . 11432 (718) 969-3199



Stichting Algemeen Cultureel Fonds der SHV

Fentener van Vlissingen Fonds

Steina and Woody Vasulka
Route 6 Box :<100
Sta Fe,New Mexico 87501
USA

Dear Mr .and Mrs .Vasulka

The Cultural Foundation mentioned above commissioned us to
produce a book on "Science into Art" . It will be a limited
edition . The books will be send to scientific libraries and
relations of the international company SHV Holdings N .V .
The book will consist of a historical part and a part in which
contemporary artists will be represented with a statement and a
colour reproduction of a work of art .
We politely request you to send us a statement and slide or
ektachrome for publication in this book . Of course we will be
grateful for any other documentation you think useful for us .
please inf4_rTL_u_s if any. expenses_ on copy .. right are involved .

Ans van Berkum
Tom Blekkenhorst
Fentener van Vlissingen
Rijnkade 1
3511 LC UTRECHT
The Netherlands

Looking forward to,your favourable reply,
yours sincerely,

Fonds

Bestuur.
Prof. Dr . F . van der Blij, voorzitter
Prof. Dr. H.H .J . de Leeuwe, vice-voorzitter
Mevrouw Drs . A.M . van den Brink-Vermeulen,
secretaris/penningmeester

Secretariaat:
Mr. W . Arendsen
Rijnkade 1
3511 LC Utrecht
Telefoon (030) 338307

Datum 20-2- 1 86



THE INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY FOR THE

LEONARDO
ARTS, SCIENCES AND TECHNOLOGY

Steina Vasulka
Route #6
Box 100
Santa Fe, NM 97501

Dear Steina .

We haven't heard from you since we sent you a revision request some
time ago . We are very hopeful that you will be able revise the text
for us so we can schedule your paper . We'd like to include it in
our "showcase" first issue of 1995 .

Our office is moving on 13 August .

Our new address is :

Leonardo/ISAST
236 West Portal Avenue #781
San Francisco, CA 94127

For now, our fax and email addresses will remain the same .

I would appreciate it tremendously if you would drop me a postcard
and let me know what youur schedule will be . I enjoyed your article
a great deal and am eager to include it in the first issue of 1995,
which I am coordinating .

Thanks for your assistance .

Sincerely,

Pat Bentson
Senior Editor

ranc Phone :

	

(415) 431-7414

	

Fax :

	

(415) 431-5737



HALLWALLS
CONTEMPORARY ARTS CENTER

November 5, 1994

Dear

	

k4 d7 ~ 96

	

V-, S, Ik -i-,
As you may already know, Hallwalls is celebrating its 20th
anniversary this season, culminating in joint exhibitions in the new
gallery space and at the Burchfield-Penney Art Center in April 1995 .
Another very important component of the retrospective will be a
book, published in conjunction with the two shows.

Rather thau simply producing aTataleoue for the shows or a self:
congratulatory commemorative volume, the editorial committee
working on the book project (Edmund Cardoni, Barbara Lattanzi, and
myself, with input from Sara Kellner and Elizabeth Licata) sees this
undertaking as an opportunity to create a multi-faceted collage of
voices and viewpoints exploring Hallwalls' role in the art world at
large, in its specific geographic region and moment in history, and
in the lives of artists and audience members. Six writers have been
invited to contribute anchor essays focusing on individual programs
(visual art, film, and performance), historical periods (the early
years of the organization), and broader cultural trends (the
development of alternative art organizations, the politicization of
contemporary art) . Augmenting and perhaps even contradicting
these longer pieces, we are assembling anecdotes, personal
recollections, and other material (pet theories about why the
organization emerged when it did or why it continues to thrive,
suggestions for future directions, and so on) from the people who
have played an integral part in Hallwalls' existence.

This is where y.4M come in. (Sure, this may look like a form letter, but
that's merely an unfortunate convenience . At least we're not hitting
you up for money again.) After spending untold hours pouring over
exhaustive lists of artists and other folks closely associated with
Hallwalls from 1974 to 1994, we've come up with a veritable Dream
Team of contributors to the book project, and we'd like you to be on
that team.

Contributions may range from a single paragraph up to 3
double-spaced typed pages. Given the potential deluge of
submissions, we may not be able to include everything we receive.
Please not" also that if your selection is selected for inclusion, it may
be edited for length . Due to the volume of submissions we hope to get,
we won't be able to offer honoraria for these short pieces, but
everyone whose contribution is selected will receive one
complementary copy of the publication, and everyone who submits
material (whether we include it or not) will be acknowledged in the
book.

2495 MAIN STREET - SUITE 425 - BUFFALO, NY 14214-2103 - 716-835-7362



The deadline for submissions is
1994. (We realize that's not a lot of time, but, remember, we're only
asking you for a brief passage .) If your submission is much longer
than a paragraph and you have access to a computer, we would
appreciate your including a copy on disk in addition to a hard copy,
if at all possible . (Microsoft Word for Mac is preferable, but we can
handle just about anything on Mac, IBM, or Amiga; remember, this is
not essential, just helpful .) Infobahn travellers may e-mail their text
to : Rehmke@ aol.com: everyone else, mail your stuff to : Ron Ehmke
c/o Hallwalls. 2495 Main Street . Suite 425, Buffalo . NY 14214.
Submissions may also be faxed to my attention at Hallwalls (716/835-
7364) . If you have any questions about the project or your
involvement in it, please don't hesitate to call me at my home
number (716/882-3600) .

Hallwalls has always meant a lot of different things to a lot of
different people : an incubator for ideas, a testing-ground for new
art, a forum for intellectual debate, a reason to face winter in
Buffalo, a rec room, a gig, a paycheck, a pick-up joint, a line on a
resume, you name it. While it will obviously be impossible to create a
comprehensive, objective portrait of all those roles in 150 pages, we
feel that the truest way to represent such a broad-based organization
is through the juxtaposition of highly specific, even contradictory,
viewpoints. So we encourage you to be as opinionated, ornery, and
idiosyncratic as Hallwalls itself when you're deciding what to write .
You've already played a key part in making, the history of the place ;
now we ask you to help us write that history .

Looking forward to your response,

Ronald Ehmke
Book Project Co-editor



Mona Sarkis
Flemingstr . 42
81925 Munich
Fax: (089) 98 13 61

DR.
	

SAM I SARK I S
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The VASULKAS

	

May 16, 1994
Box 100
Santa Fe
New Mexico 87501
Fax: (505) 473.0614

Dear Steina, dear Woody,

First I'd like to thank you for the material which is ofgreat help .
If you could manage something with the video-documentation (especially
of The neater ofHybridAutomata) I'd be very grateful, cause for the
detailed descriptinm it's good to have the pnacihiiity to ttnrly the tappc mw
and over .

Your work is certainly the most. challenging and subtle one among all the
media-artists I write about, so it starts to rewire more and more discussion-
space in the paper. There are still many things I feel unsecure about, Mainly
the technical documentation part, which I am supposed to explain in a non-
technical way. . .but I hope this will become easier when seeing the installation .
Also there are problems with the definition of "environment" and "space" -
that means to make concrete what is the physical space, in '-e sense of physics
and in the sense of the body or ofthe objects, andwhat is the "mental room",
Also the definition of "memory" .

l would like to discuss these things with you in Linz . Unfortunately I cannot
come to Bonn which I regret the more because thus I cannot see Hybrid,
which would be important . Therefore I hope that the tape documentation
will help, otherwise I'll have to figure out some other possibility to see it
live . (Would it be possible to send me tapes of Hybrid before we meet in
Linz'? Or i4,the time too short?)

In case you already overlook your time-schedule for Linz, it would be nice if
you could tell me what days are best for us to meet . Is there any address or
phone number to Linz where to reach you'!

Thank you in advance and

4.- i~ ;

	

k

	

A .t 8) w t 4 C r

P.S . Could you please send me a curriculum vitae of the two of you in order
to put it in the back ofthe book .



2

For all possible material - also documenting the different evolutionary stages of
the project - I'd be very grateful .
(Also you can send material about other projects, similiar or contrasting.)

I would need the material till midst of May and you will get it all back in summer,

Thank you so much for your cooperation in advance!

Many Vr

	

,

4 -1

P .S . I am convinced that all your material is of super-quality, I just like to remark that the paper
will be published through the help of a rather "elitary" grant-institution, so if you could
please take care especially for the photos, becausewhat this concerns I have the biggest
quality-problems till now�Negatives would be great, but I assume that you can't do that
because of the copy-right?',,



Mona Sarlas
Flemingstr. 42
81925 Munich
Fax ; (089) 98 13 61

DR. SAMI SARKIS
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May 16, 1994
Box 100
Santa Fe
New Mexico 87501
Fax; (505) 473 .0614

Dear Steina, dear Woody,

First I'd like to thank you for the material which is of great help .
Ifyou could manage something with the video-documentation (especially
of The Theater ofHybrid Automala) rd be very grateflil, cause for thedetailed descriptions it's goM to have. the. rnacihility to rtiidy the. tapes overand over .

Your work is certainly the most challenging and subtle one among all the
media-artists I write about, so it starts to require more and more discussion.
space in the paper. There are still many things I feel unsecure about. Mainly
the technical documentation part, which I am supposed to explain in a non-
technical way. . . but I hope this will become easier when seeing the installation .Also there are problems with the definition of "environmet" and "space" -
that means to make concrete what is the physical space, in the sense ofphysicsand in the sense ofthe body or ofthe objects, and what is the "mental room" .
Also the definition of "memory" .

I would like to discuss these things with you in Linz . Unfortunately i cannot
come to Bonn which I regret the more because thus I cannot see Hybrid,
which would be important,,Therefore I hope that the tape documentation
will help, otherwise fll have to figure out some other possibility to see itlive . (Would it be possible to send me tapes of Hybrid before we meet in
Linz? Or is the time too short?)

In case you already overlook your time-schedule for Linz, it would be nice ifyou could tell me what days are best for us to meet . Is there any address orphone number an L= where to reach youY

Thank you in advance and



bsterreichischer Rundfunk, A-4010 Linz, Postfach 55

Dear Prix Ars Electron ica-Participant,

Now that the Prix Ars Electronica 94 and the Ars Electronica Festival are over I am gladto present you this year's Prix Ars Electronica book.

844 artists from 8 countries participated in the 1994 competition with over 1.580_ ._ entr1as_s_ us ual, a lis t of the participants in each category can be found in the rear ofthe book.

Your entries for Prix Ars Electronica 94 will be incorporated in the Prix Ars Electronica
archives which will be installed 1996 at Ars Electronica Center.

I want to express my thanks for your interest in the competition and draw your
attention on the Prix Ars Electronica 95. You will receive the entry documents in late
November . The entry deadline will be the end of February, and the Ars Electronica
Festival will take place from June Zo through 24, 1995 . The Festival's general topic is
"The Mythos of Information" .

We should be glad if you could participate again in the 1995 edition of the Prix ArsElectronica.

	

,

Yours friendly

Dr.

	

r.stine Schbpf

k.
1j

I

Enclosure

OSTERREICHISCHER RUNDFUNK Austrian Broadcasting Corporation / Radio and Television
A-g01o Linz, Europaplatz 3, Telefon: (0732) 69oo+, Telefax : (0732) 69oo+, Fernschreiber 21616, DVR: oo66915

0 RFsz
LANDESSTUDIO OBEROSTERREICH
Der Landesintendant

Unser Zeichen

+Tel DW

+Fax DW

Linz, den



-FAX - from :

May 3, 1995

TO: Steina Vasulka

	

Dear Steina,

Here is the page with Woody's interview . The page is a part of a short anthology, with

texts by Yves Klein, John Cage,

	

Peter Sellars, Tod Machover, Bill Viola .

My article is a different text, whose title is : An Art Made of Memory . (about Virtual Reality

and art in America).

Article and anthology go together .

The publisher of the book is the University .
Tel : 514/ 987 82 37

	

Fax: 514/ 987 46 51

Tanks, hope to see you soon, I hug you

THEUasuLwns
ROSANNA ALBERTINI

3632 Grand View Blvd Los Angeles CA 90066
310.390-7910

	

FAX 310.391-3920

About the book going to be published in Canada (deadline a week, for sending

materials), the curator is Louise Polssant, prof d'art et technologic at the Universit,

du Quebec 4 Montr6al .
The 4 photographs might be sent to her .
Louise Poissant - University du Quebec A Montr6al, Case postale 8888

succursale Centre-Ville

	

MONTREAL (QUEBEC)
Canada H3C 3P8
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THE BICENTENNIAL OF THE BOARD OF REGENTS AND THE UNIVERSITY OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER FOR GENERAL EDUCATION
THE NEW YORK STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT
ALBANY, NEW YORK 12234

Mr . and Mrs . W . B . Vasulka
Rt . #6, Box 100
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501

Dear Steina and Woody :

February 27, 1984

It was so great seeing you for that brief time during the Technology
Fair at the Empire State Plaza, Albany . You both look terrific, and Rita
and I were happy to know of your willingness to help us with an "Arts
Technology" teachers guide .

Enclosed is a copy of Mathematics/Architecture and Related Activities
which may serve as a model format for "Arts Technology ." It is not a cur-
riculum in the strict sense of the word, but does contain some curriculum
elements .

Its purpose is basically to provide teachers in the elementary and
secondary grades with the confidence to allow their students to utilize
modern technology as a creative art form.

Important elements of the publication are :

An introduction which indicates what kids should know about
technology (video and computers in your case) to go beyond
to the creative . It would also include such things as where
to begin, a philosophical point of view, etc .

Some "how to",information and learning experiences .

A glossary of terms .

List of resources such as books, periodicals, software,
hardware, contacts (where the experts are), etc .

NEWYORK
=

=,ice~1

What would be helpful to us for you to provide would be in the category
of resources . When we talked in Albany you mentioned tapes, people, etc .

	

If
they are appropriate for elementary and secondary schools, we would be inter-
ested in knowing of them .

1784 J4__9_84

771E STATE OF LEARNING



Mr . & Mrs . W .B . Vasulka
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February 27, 1984

I have put in for $200 .00 for each of you . Please let me know what
you can give us for the $400 .00 .

I thank you in advance because I am sure your . contribution will give
the publication an important dimension .

RLR :sm

Again, it was great seeing you and thanks .

cc : Dorothy Foley
E . Andrew Mills
Rita Sator

Robert L . Reals
Administrator, Art Education
518 : 474-5932



iiPes%lt
EDUCATIONAL
PUBLISHING
A Division of West Publishing Corp.

620 Opperman Drive
P.O . Box 64779
St . Paul, MN 55164-0779
(612)687-7802

January 17, 1995

The Vasulkas Inc .
Route 6, Box 100
Sante Fe, New Mexico 87501

Dear Vasulkas Inc :

Enclosed you will find the artwork you sent me for use in Experiencing Art Around Us by
Thomas Buser . I have completed the project and would like to thank you for providing me
with this material .

Ann Rudrud
Production Editor

enclosures

PRINTED ON RECYCLED PAPER 10% POSTCONSL



JOURNAL OF THE INTERNATIOt4AL SOCIETY

LEONARDO
FOR THE ARTS SCIENCES AND TECHNOLOGY

April 6, 1985

Woody Vasulka
Route 6, Box 100
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501

Dear Woody,

Thank you for your letter of March 26 and
information on your work . I am delighted that
contribute to the Journal and I encourage you to
preparing a manuscript .

Enclosed are copies of the Journal's
guidelines and illustration information .
attention to these documents in order
processing time and revisions .

	

% request
'Artist"s Article' -- between 2500 and 5000
63 black-and-white illustrations and I color

Your suggestion of writing on both your 'didactic series" and
your 'hybrid images' sounds excellent . I would much prefer a
general article that surveys the vast body of work that you and
Steima have done . This may sound awesome, but could be a most
significant document . %t could be organized into several
sections which deal with various aspects of your extensive work .
You could even present some technical material in appendices . if
you decide to take on this kind of major article, the number of
illustrations and word limit could be negotiated upwards .

The important thing, however, is that you write something for the
Journal . It's your decision . Prior to developing a complete
manuscript, you may want to develop an outline which I would be
pleased to comment upon .

I look forward to worRimg with you on a
your interest in LEONARDG .

	

Do not hesitate to
have questions . '

Editor

Published by

Art Department
San Francisco State University
1600 Holloway Avenue

CA
San Francisco

R*132
USA.

the enclosed
you plan to
proceed with

most recent editorial
Please pay careful

to reduce editorial
that you develop an
words with as many as
illustration .

manuscript and appreciate
contact me if you

PERGAMON PRESS w Oxford * New York *Toronto ° Sydney * Paris ° Frankfurt



JOURNAL OF THE INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY

	

Art Department

LEON

	

San Francisco State University

ARDO

	

1600 Holloway Avenue
San Francisco
CA 94132

FOR THE ARTS SCIENCES AND TECHNOLOGY

	

U.S.A.

7 September 1984

Steina & Woody Vasulka
Rt 6 Box 100
Santa Fe, NM 87501

Dear Steina & Woody Vasulka :

(415) 469-1608

Your work has been suggested by Frank Popper, one of our Honorary Editors, as
being of potential interest to the readership of LEONARDO . I would like to
invite you to prepare a manuscript discussing your work and submit it to the
Journal for publication consideration.

LEONARDO is a professional journal published quarterly by Pergamon Press . It
features illustrated articles written by artists on their work and includes
other writings considered useful to the contemporary artist . Special attention
is given to the connection of art to science and technology .

I enclose our Guidelines for Contributors to aid you in preparing a manuscript .
Close adherence to these guidelines will minimize revisions and editorial
processing time . Should you desire to send a proposal prior to developing a
complete manuscript, I will review your proposal and make suggestions . You may
wish to collaborate with a co-author in developing your manuscript .

Before acceptance for publication, all manuscripts are reviewed carefully by our
editorial staff and technical reviewers . They are assessed on many levels, from
their relevance to the aims and scope of the Journal to the form and quality of
their contents .

In case you are not familiar with the Journal, we are sending you a
complimentary copy, which you should receive within six weeks . While you are
welcome to submit a manuscript at any time, I would appreciate your prompt
return of the enclosed self-addressed postcard indicating your interest . I hope
that you will consider writing for the Journal and look forward to hearing from
you .

Editor

PERGAMON PRESS 9 Oxford " New York " Toronto " Sydney " Paris " Frankfurt
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UNIVERSITAT - GESAMTHOCHSCHULE ~ SIEGEN

Woody Vasulka
Rt 6 . Box loo
Santa Fe, NM 87501

fax- 001 - 50,5-47301614

Dear Woody.

Asthetik, Pro gmatik
and Geschichte der
BiIdschirmmedian

DFGs Sonderforschungsbereich24d

mamv thanks for your e-mail . I deeply apologize for the misunderstanding in addressing my request to you and

Steina concerning . .Art of Memory",

I appreciate you give us the permission to use the video in the collection of the Kunstnutseum Bonn ;3s a study

material . The project conducted at the Uni-ersity of Siegen is a long-term research dealing with the notion of

the image comparing film : video, and electronic media . The results of the project «ill be published in essays

and to future the materials should be put together as a book . Recently I have completed a book on the topic of

intermedia which deals with the interrelation ofdifferent visua, media. The new project relates to the topic

stressing the focus on the ttipes of Images at use in different forms of media arts . In relation to my recent work I

certainly would be very much interested to gain some more insight in your work. It would be very helpful if you

could send me some more materials connected with �Art of Memory" and maybe other projects as %yell .

Again, 1 thank you ven , much for supporting our research and I hope you accept my apologies .

Best .

Yvonnc Spiclmatui

PD Dr . Yvonne Spielmann
work tel . : *49-271-7411-4922
home tcl :*49-221- 31 1172

October 27 . 1997

TeIMnn n771 ~7A1)_AOA')
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Steins d Woody Vasulka
1600 Old Pecos Trail
Santa Fe, N .M . 87501

Dear Steins d Woody,

Cynthia Goodman and Darcy Gerbarg are co-editing a
major art book for Abbeville Press . This book will
not be a general survey of computer graphics, but
will instead bring together the most significant work
by the leading artists in the field . The book will
be divided into four chapters, each by a different
author . Cynthia Goodman will write the chapter on the
fine arts . Aaron Marcus will do the chapter on design
and communication arts . Charles Csuri will cover 2
and 3-D animation, solid modeling and special effects .
Douglas Davis will write on performance, installations,
video and satellite pieces, as well as future trends .

i:e invite you to submit work to the above address so
that we may consider it for inclusion in this book . It
is important that we have all slides, transparencies
and biographical information by the beginning of
August as we are working with a very tight dead line .
He sure to include teleohone numbers .

If you have any questions please call Darcy Gerbarg at
(212) 243-3346 or Cynthia Goodman at (212) 534-0098 .

We look forward to receivii.ng your work .

DC : rms

P .O .Box 413
Old Chelsea Station
NYC, N .Y . 10113
June 28, 1983

C-k4--"%,~ (.AoC:1~C...
Cynthia Goodman
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SUOMENLINNA 1 SVEABORG
00190 HELSINKI l HELSINGFORS
TEL 358 0 668143 1 FAX 358 0 668594

FAX
MOTTAGARE l RECEIVER

	

STEINA VASULKA

AVSANDARE 1 SENDER

	

TIMO VALJAKKA

SIDOR / PAGES

August 12

LCar Sterna,

With best regards ;

Timo

%2353 0 668594

	

NItC

SIKSI

The dead-line of SIKSI no.3 `with your interview in it - is drawing close . Please send me some

color photographs/transparencies `of your recent work as soon as possible (express). I would be
very happy about a photo of the Borealis-piece, too .

If there are any question's please contact me or Cati Hakulin, editowassistant .

THE NORDIC ART REVIEW

00



,Anne-Marie DUGUET
15 rue Olivier de Serres
75015 Paris
(I) 45 32 92 98
Maitre de Conferences
d 1'Universit6 de Paris I

Dear Steina and Woody,

May be you remember me .We were in Madrid together and
again we met in Paris for a paper I could write in Art
Press .But the issue in which this would have been possible,
was much later after your exhibition .So I have time to write
it and may be with more informations it could be more like
an essay what I would rather like .Please let me know when
you'll have another big show in Europe or elsewhere .I'm
travelling a lot these last months,besides my teaching at
the University(I'm not a curator you remember!!),trying
to define more precisely the orientations of a book I have
begun about what we call "trucages" or what you call "special
effects" but it's not really equivalent terms .In fact I'm
very interested with esthetico technical developments of
electronic and computer images ._ . If I can't explain the
whole project in - this quick letter,I would like very much

way you have explored the medium
have some discussions with you both
by the A .F .I . Festival in Los Angeles
leave Paris earlier to be able to
tapes .I arrive in L .A . the 26th of

thinking of coming to Santa Fe something
27th and the 29th .Would you be there at

this moment,and would you agree with meeting me? Could I
stay with you? I'm used to sleep anywhere,but of course I'll
understand very well if it's difficult and I don't want
to disturb you in any way .If it's not possible,I'll-try
to find a way .The festival of Madrid has asked to me to
do a program "From analogic to digital" and for the moment
I chose "Artifacts" but I really would like to see your
last works .

Are you coming to L .A .? I come to talk about the relation
between sound and video image .I have quoted this relation

in some of your works but also I would like to know more

to know more about the
from the beginning and
about that .I'm invited
next december,and I'll
met people and look at
november and was
like betweeri.the

Paris the 22th of october 1986



Woody & Steina Vasulka
Santa Fe, New Mexico

Fax 001 505 4730614

June 5, 1994

I am looking forward
to hearing from you

Beat Wishes
Sincerely Yours,

Soke Dinkla

05-06-1994 18 :56

	

S.01

Scike Dinkla M,n,
Max-Reger-Strafe 17119

	

45128 Ewen
Telefon: 02 01 " 23 7616

	

Telefax: 0201-230054

Dear Woody & Steina Vasulka,

in december last year you met my boyfriend
Vito Orazem at a symposium of the Goethe-
Institute in Prague . As I think he told
you that I am working on a Ph .D . thesis
about Interactive Art .

I am writing this thesis at the Univer-
sity of Hamburg and Prof . Dr . Horst Bre-
dekamp is caring for this project ; The
thesis will be finished in about one year
and is planned to be published .

I am very interested in your work - as
well as getting to know your media archive .

For this summer I am now planning ply second
research trip to the United States and
would be very happy if I could visit you
-in Santa Fe at the 2nd, 3rd or 4th of
August . I am hoping that .you are free
during these days and



November 25, 1988

Dear Steina & Woody,

Here, at last, is the catalogue manuscript . There
are a few things missing (the introductions and Cindy's essay)
and a few things that might change, but this is the basics .

A few things to note : the order of the essays could shift
(although mine is supposed to serve as a introduction and will go
first)--any suggestions you have on order would be welcome .
Cindy's essay is very specifically on Steina's work (to balance
Raymond's, which is only on Woody) and she is writing it in a way
which she hopes will balance out so Me of the density of these
runtwithWphortos;leu ar nHTalgoing 1o incslucMWoeexwtensivel l be
program notes for the single-channel tape program because I
decided that they were too redundant with my essay (since I am
writing them) . The biographies are there to provide background,
since none of the essays deal with the "history" so to speak, and
are meant to be kind of impersonal and to the point . I know you
have seen the bibliography list etc before, but I would hope you
would read them carefully and think if there are any entries
missing (esp . recent publications or exhibitions) .

So, please read it and let me know what you think, esp. if
you find anything to be inaccurate, obscure, etc . This is your
chance to change anything before it gets printed .

	

I will call
before I head out to NYC in mid-December .

Don't forget, we need the new titles for Art of Memory and
Scapes!!!!

Hope all is well . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .



Dear Marco,

According ouI book, We have Tun out of time here . Steink is
about to leave for NeW York State lecture series and Qoody
is PIepaIing foI his lecture duties in Czech Republic and
Holland . Our associate Bruce Will be here to maintain a link
of communication .

DuI Solutions aIe getting simple now, no Space oI other
adaptations . Qe suggest the following changes :

To eliminate all woolly's installations saving shipping,
setup and Permanent labor (no Bruce, no Dostal) . Qoody
Suggests to Present his new images instead, a CD-Rom Station
With a good large monitor or a Projector .

To SPIead the rest of installations in the various
spaces So the Physical separation is not necessary .

Qe contemplated to Present kll Steins installations on tape
instead on disks . This - solution" still does not solve the
video media format and playback synchronization and may not
help the rental fees . For this class of Problems We have no
solution except cash .

It is imperative, we maintain some steady communication in
older to avoid the embarfassing mistakes like the Photos . Qe
must apologize foI this oversight, the inSUIance taken
usually With our insurance company has appeared as the value
of shipment instead . Since it i Ȏ a clear mistake and the
Pictures aye sent to you on loan only, here in US it Would
be possible to eras/ ±his With customs even at later time .
IS this Possible in Rome?

Deal Marco, We know you are trying constantly to find the
solutions and make this a great show . On the other hand
times aIe difficult and only you know the Teal limits of the
possibilities . Me'must know those in order to exercise Some
of the imagintion this project could use .

	

.

Yours, Steins ~d Qoody



KUNSTHAUS ZURICH

Dear Mrs Vasulka, dear Mr Vasulka,

With many . thanks in advance, we remain,

Zurich' 14-tfi-April 1994
UP/ur

We have sent you our questionary for the planned videobook
in January 1994, but up to now we did not receive your do-
cumentation . As the deadline is quite near, we would be
very grateful, if you could send us very urgently your answer .

Yours sincerely,

KUNSTHAUS ZUERICH

~'~

	

P'e' , " C'

Dr . Ursula Perucchi
Vice-Director

Ziircher Kunstgesellschaft

	

Heimplatz 1

	

CH-8024 Ziirich

	

Tel . 01 25167 65

	

Telefax 01 251 24 64

	

Telex 816 239



KUNST -HAUS ZURICH

Dear,,Mrs Steina, dear Mr Vasulka,

In the last 15 years the Kunsthaus Zurich has built up one
of the most important collections of video-tapes . We are
planning now a publication for mid 1994 which will serve
as a documentation of this collection . At the same time
it is meant to show the history of video-art . I have charged
Mr Friedemann Malsch*and Mrs Dagmar Streckel to realize
this publication .

Encl .ment .

As you certainly know the Kunsthaus is in possession of
your following tape(s) :
Art of Memory, 198'1 ' (VT 90/11)

Mrs Steina &,.ti
Mr Woody Vasulka
RT6 Box 100
Santa Fe, N .M .87501
USA

Zurich, 2nd February 1994
UP/ur

The forthcoming publication will on one hand contain thematicalessays, on the other hand will all tapes of the collection
be described in detail .

To be able to provide a functioning working apparatus, we
ask you to kindly let-us have the informations stated on
the enclosed questionary . Unfortunately the deadline is
very near . Therefore we would be glad to have your informationsas well as the photo-material in the next 4 weeks . It would
also facilit4te our work very much, if you could send usa VHS-copy of your tape(s) .
With many thanks in advance for your kind cooperation, and
looking forward'to hearing from you soon, I remain,

Sincerely Yours,

Dr . Ursula Perucchi
Vice-Director

Ziircher Kunstgesellschal't

	

I leimhlutr 1

	

C11-8024 Z6rich

	

Tel . 01 251 67 65

	

'Irlefax 01 25124-64

	

Telex 816239



QUESTIONARY

KUNSTHAUS ZURICH

1 . Technical information about every video-tape :
i .e . country of production
year
length
colour
sound
system
technical standard
generation, of the_ copy _in__tha Kunsthaussiirich

production : sponsors
technics of production
production studio/firm
music
sound
camera
sources of the texts
places of production
eventual actors
quotations etc .

2 . 3 photos (if available) from 3 important phases
of the tape ; if not available, please information
of possible photos and autorisation for the
Kunsthaus Zurich to produce these .

3 . Curriculum vitae (in details)

4 . Complete videography (installations included)

5 . Bibliography : all texts regarding the tapes which
are in the possession of the Kunsthaus Zurich,
as well as further important texts regarding your
work in general. Your. own complete texts ; important
catalogue of your works

6 . A VHS-copy of the tapes in the Kunsthaus Zurich
as working-copy

25 .1 .1994
UP/ur



THE KITCHEN
CENTER FOR VIDEO

MUSIC " DANCE
PERFORMANCE

and FILM

BOA OF
DIRECTORS

Robert Ashley
Tom Bower

Paula Cooper
Philip Glass

Meredith Monk
Barbara Pine

Carlota Schoolman
Carl Smiley

Robert Stearns
Peter Stern

John Stewart
Caroline Stone
Wdlard Taylor
John Waddell

Paul Walter

February 13, 1986

Ms. Steina Vasulka
Route 6, Box 100
Santa Fe, N.M.

	

87501

Dear Steiu~

HALEAKALA, INC.

	

Robin O'Hara
512 WEST 19TH ST .

	

Video Distribution
NEW YORK CITY

NY 10011
(212) 255-5793

I am writing to follow up on our conversation last week. As I mentioned
we are in the process of compiling a new cataglogue and woh:d like to include
both your and Mr. Vasulka's work.

The tapes most requested are THE COMMISSION and CANTELOUP. I looked
for the master of THE COMMISSION that The Kitchen had in its library
and unfortunately, could not find it.

The tapes we do have copies of (not masters) are the following:
1) PROGENY
2) IN SEARCH OF THE CASTLE
3)OBJECTS
4) TRANSFORMATIONS
5) GOLDEN VOYAGE
6) VOCABULARY (defective dub)
7) MATRIX (defective dub)

We do not have contracts for any of them.

I would be happy to include any or all of the material in our new catalogue
but I would need masters for distribution purposes.

I am enclosing two blank copies of our standard distribution agreement .
Please review them and decide what material you would like us to represent
and return them to The Kitchen along with any photographs and supporting
material you might want us to have. Also enclosed is a fee sheet and
a biographical information sheet.

It was a pleasure talking to you on the phone last week and I am very excited
about Being able to include the work in The Kitchen's distribution program.
For your, information, I have enclosed some of the press that has been gen-
erated br.the opening of our new space. I hope you can visit some time soon
and look forward to hearing from you in the near future.



Publication

11 .11 . 1976

T?ear Steina and Woody,
Sorry for not writing so long. Te hope you are both well and
in good health . We showed our tapes here around and have now
also copies in PAL . First some general informations :

I aan working on various projects, all devoted to the aspect of "the

audio-visual production with the means of synthesizer,_ computer and

truqueur-universel" . Therefore I would like to ask you for your assistenc

and collaboration . Please could you send me, if possible, information

(references) and material on your own work (-and if available on the

cork of collegues), textes, listes, photographs, etc ., to be reproduced,

and finally references and listings of films and video-tapes eventually

available for a screening during the exhibition or/also, if it has

the technical broadcast quality, to be aired .

The book will be structured in three parts : the historic developp eit

and the production-technics, the artists and their work, original

contributions from collegues .

Exhibition

Following a proposition and a general concept of Mr . Franke, who in-

vited me to organise the video-section, the "Kunstlerhaus" in Vienna

is preparing for autumn 1977 the exhibition "Ars ex machina" . We would

be very glad if you could participate . All technical kinds of work-

	

,

presentation and projections will be available . I would appriciate it

very much if you could indicate us as soon as possible titles and mater'

with which you could participate .

Paul
jenewen

Otelle~w\_/ I
1040 Wien, Schwindgasse9/6

	

~'

	

1030 Wien, K61big.1/17
- , '7O Ca Inn



tv-doctunentation

2

ujonnuno
1040 Wien, Schwindgasse 9/6

	

.J'

	

1030 Wien, K61big.1/17
Tel . 65 21 58

	

Tel . 73 66 733

C(qlle( U

For the austrian-television I am preparing a series which will offer

a show-case for Video-Synthesisis and Computer-Imagery . The budget

will be very limited . I might present the productions myself . But

anyway, I think it will be a good chance for all of us to enlarge our

audience and to gain amongst it a better understanding of new

art-technics based on electronics . May I ask you to forward me the

production-titles, standard, lenght, and under which financial

conditions the material would be available for broadcast-use .

I thank you for your collaboration and hope to hear frm you soon .

It would be a lack f we could not show your tapes in the
exhibition . I cann't promise anything for the moment, but

as we would like to have you also at the conference, I could
try to take over a part of the travel-expenses if you
wanted to come to Europe at this time anyw ;~y . Ir!.e have already
a number of positive answers from other am erican collegues .
It seems to b.egame, a very important meeting. ??lease give
me a. title o f the lecture you could give .

	

.=bests .



Dear ~11 . VW;,c_t~
We are sorry to bother you at this late date, but Harcourt Brace Jovanovich's
lawyers have just informed us that there is a slight problem with the release
form signed by you and all the other contributors of two-page spreads to our
forthcoming book, Video Art , tentatively scheduled for publication in May 1976 .
The lawyers feel that the language in the form might not cover the licensing
of rights . Since it is to everyone's advantage to have the book receive the
widest possible audience by being taken on, for example, by an art book club,
we hope you won't mind signing the enclosed, as soon as possible, and sending
it directly to our editor, Steven Aronson, Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc .,
757 Third Avenue, New York, N .Y . 10017

A word of explanation . Your contribution will still be copyrighted in your
name (a copyright line in your name will appear* on the first page of your
contribution), and you can still have the contribution reprinted in the cata-
logue of any show in which your work is being exhibited . If you decide to
include your two-page spread in some other book or have it published in a
magazine, you would have to clear that with Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, but
they have informed us that this is largely a formality and they would definitely
grant you such permission .

Again, we are sorry to bother you with this, but we hope you won't mind sending
in the new form right away .

*(very small)

Sincerely,

4&6-r

January 19, 1976



The Raindance Foundation, Inc .
c/o Steven M.L . Aronson
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc .
757 Third Avenue
New York, New York 10017

Dear Sirs :

In consideration of your effort to seek publication of the presentation
I/we have prepared about myself/ourselves and my/our video work and sub-
mitted by you for inclusion in a book entitled VIDEO ART to be published
by Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc ., I/we hereby grant you and Harcourt
Brace Jovanovich, Inc ., and its licensees the exclusive right to print and
publish such materials and presentation for all initial and renewal copy-
right periods in all languages throughout the world provided, however, that
copyright in such materials and presentation shall be in my/our name .

The foregoing grant should not prevent me/us from having my/our contribu-
tion reproduced in catalogues, whether for sale or not, of shows in which
my/our work shall be exhibited .

va"~'~

as of ~p~1V

	

5

	

1975



Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc.

757 THIRD AVENUE, NEW YORK, N.Y . 10017 TELEPHONE 754-3100 CABLE: HARBRACE

Mr . Woody Vasulka
257 Franklin Street
Buffalo, New York 14202

Dear Mr . Vasulka :

March 18, 1976

Some time ago, Ira Schneider, Mary Lucier, and Beryl Korot wrote you, asking
you to sign a revised release letter for your two-page spread in their forth-
coming book, Video Art . The new form was drafted by our attorney to ensure
that Harcourt Brace Jovanovich could license rights to the book. Just in case
your copy went astray, I am enclosing a xerox of the covering letter and the
form you were sent .

Would you be good enough to sign the form and return it to us as quickly as
possible? We very much want to include your material, but our lawyer is adamant
that we must have forms for every one of the two-page spreads . If there is any
problem, or if you have questions, please feel free to call me collect at (212)
754-3841 .

	

--

I'm sorry to trouble you, but I look forward to hearing from you soon .

Sincerely,

l

Anne T. Zaroff
Assistant to Steven M.L . Aronson



~5v ~Y z:o, 1 ~ ~~-

Dear W ~p~y

	

~

	

1 N Kf (~

Please forgive the impersonal nature of this form letter .
It is being sent to everyone involved in alternate video .
It's the only way I know of reaching you all simultaneously .

For'the last two years I've been working on a book called
TIM VID~4:USPHERE . :Lt's about the evolutionary, ecological,
biological, social, political, technological and esthetic
implications of : (1) cable television, (2) portable video
systems, (3) program retrieval (videocassette and disc)
systems, (4) time-shared computer utilities, and (5) the
domestic satellite system.

I consider these not as separate technologies but as
components of a single unified whole system which I call
a "decentralized feedback communication network ." m1tE

VIDEOSPHERE is about how these tools can and must be used
. for-conscious (controlled) evolution of human societies .

To this technical base I'm applying concepts from general
system theory, cybernetics, evolutionary biology, and the
neurophysiology of cognition, to show that the so-called-
"communications revolution" actually is the evolutionary
emergence of a feedback control system that must be used
for controlled evolution if our society is to survive .

In other words, what -I'm trying to do is provide a very
comprehensive',evolutionary context in which the true imp-
ortance of the alternate video movement can be seen .--



THE VIDEOSPHERE is a massive book : at least 600 pages
with about 200 illustrations . It'll be published some
time early next year by E . P . button & Co ., New York,
who -also published my earlier book, EXPANDED CINEMA .

I believe this is going to be a very major book, for it
deals with the next eight years only, through 1980, and
offers concrete tactics and design strategies for the
total decentralization and differentiation of the est-
ablished culture through information technologies .

I am writing to ask you to send photographs of yourself
working- with portable video systems . All kinds of photos
will be welcome, but I'm particularly interested in pict-
ures showing the use of portable video as a tool for : (1)
self-observation and self-feedback on a personal/psycho-
logical level ; (2) social feedback, such as taping a police
riot, political convention, ghetto environment, etc . ; (3) Jsensual, and erotic interaction . C~ m~S-~RwCf 0d2~Agcs -

Naturally, I want to publish these pictures in THE VIDEO-
. SPHERE . I probably won't be able to use all the pictures
I'receive . Those not used will be returned immediately .
Those used will be kept approximately four months, but
will be returned immediately when I get them back from
the publishers . If necessary, I can afford to Day for
processing, film costs, and mailing . Just submit a bill
if you need to be reimbursed .

I hope you'll want to _ help me, because you'll actually
be helping TH4 VIDEOSPHERE to be the kind of persuasive
and effective tool that it should be . Permit me to thank
you in advance for your generous cooperation .

Faithfull

	

yourN,

Gene Youngbfood
1230 Horn Avenue
Los Angeles, CAJif . 90069



CCT-Fax Message an/to:

Mrs . Steina Vasullka
Mr. Woody Vasulka
Route 6, Box 100
Santa Fe New Mexico 87501
USA

Fax +1 (505) 4730614

Seiten incl . Deckblatt /
Pages incl . cover sheet

	

1

Siemens Media Arts Award
Publication

Dear Steina and Woody Vasullka,

von/from: Stefan Iglhaut

Siemens AG
Biuro der Leitung
Kulturprogram m
80312 Munchen
Tel . +49 (89) 234-3508 / 234-3610
Fax +49 (89) 234-3615
E-maill : iglhaut@skp.spacenet .de
E-mail2 : 100410 .627Qcompuserve .com

Datum /
Date

	

Mon, 13. Feb 1995

the preparations fot the events and the publication for the Siemens Media Arts Award
are continuing . You received the press release from Ludger Huennekens from the ZKM
in Karlsruhe and some proposals for a presentation of your work during the festival
MultiMediale from Rudolf Frieling . The publication I am dealing with is going to be
elaborated with care, including detailed biographical chapters with lists of work etc . of the
award winners, essays about the the award winners (Peter Weibel about the Vasulkas)
and statements or short essays of the award winners themselves .

We would like to receive an essay of you dealing with your present work and your
position in art and technology . It's up to you writing also a retrospective article about your
development along the many years of your work. Perhaps the text might be a short
version of your presentation in Karlsruhe . The length of the essay should be about 6 - 8
pages (1800 characters each) . For all further material I would be greatful, most important
is a detailed CV of you, also lists of works and exhibitions and publications . Some
examples of pictures I can take into the book (black and white), anyway I ask you for a
portrait photograph .

	

,

Reminding you of the informations and materials we need for the publlication I have a
date of course : Is it possible tosend us these things not later than 6th of March 1995 so
that the book can be published until the day of the award ceremony, May 13th?

Looking forward to keeping in touch with you and hearing of you soon .

Best

Stefan Iglhaut



Deborah Curtiss

(215) 848-0987

Carroll Terry
College Relations Office
Fashion Institute of Technology

Dear Ms Terry ;

Would you please put me in touch with Woody Vasulka?
I would like to include a photograph of his "Hybrid Hand
Study," which is in the current Artisan Space exhibit at
F,I,T � in my forthcoming book on visual literacy,

Thankyou,

# 1204 The Kenilworth

	

Philadelphia, PA 19144

Sincerely,

11 oa4

May 2, 1985

COL.LFC= IS. ('CNtv1

MAY 7 198,-)



Deborah Curtiss

	

# 1204 The Kenilworth

	

Philadelphia, PA 19144

(215) 848-0987

Dear Woody Vasulka ;

May 20, 1985'

Thanks for sending the contacts . I have circled the one I think

is what I saw at F .I .T ., and which will reproduce well . The des-

criptkon I copied from the exhibit is ;

"Hybrid Hand Study" 1983
Photographic versions bf digitally-organized images
altered of a scan processor

Should 'of} in the last line be on, or with? Any further infor-

mation you can give with regard to the technique these immages

were produced would be most helpful .

Appreciatively,

4(t



CHAOS - 57, rue Falgui6re - 75015 Paris - France - tel : 33-1-43 20 92 23 - fax : 33-1-43 2211 24

Updating 3rd Edition
Publication November 1994

Free Entry

Guide International des Arts Electroniques
International Directory of Electronic Arts

Entry Form to send back
BEFORE END OF JUNE 1994

Paris, March 26th 1994

Dear Ms, Dear Sir,

in order to update for the third edition the IDEA/international Directory of
Electronic Arts we send you herewith your entry.
We thank you to read it carefully and to modify or add all the necessary datas and to
send back to us the entry form before the END OF JUNE 1994.
THE ENTRY IN THE DIRECTORY IS FREE.

you don't Wi`s~that yourprivate address and/or telephone number be published
please write them down with the note "not to be published" .

If you know other artists, or institutions, or critics, curators researchers, etc working
like you in the electronic arts field and who/which were not listed in the previous
Directory please feel free to give them our address .

You will find also included a pre-publication order form to get a copy of the 3rd
International Directory of Electronic Arts at a discount rate .

And also. . . don't forget us when you move!

Yours Sincerely

Annick Bureaud
Editor



+14153,580915

	

LEOI IARE10

	

581 F'01

	

OCT 25 1 94

	

17:15

25 October 1994

Steina

FAX : 505-473-4614

user s-cPina :

Thank you for your fax . And even more so, thank you for returning

your manuscript with corrections . i t will be published in

LEONARDO 28 :1 (1995), the first issue of 1995 . We're very pleased

to include your paper in this issue .

Your clarifications about Allvision and Machinevision were very

helpful -- however, I want to be sure I've got it all right . I am

including in this fax the paragraph that contains the

descriptions of these works . Please take a look and make sure it

is now correct .

We are running behind schedule with the issue, but I will be

mailing it to MIT Press for typesetting tomorrow . It would be

most helpful if you could make any necessary corrections, or let

me know that it is ,,-all right, by tomorrow, if possible . (It will

l-so rr5

	

i hl s+ trti makA, --mall c-n_ rror_ t ioncz to the parjA +rnni"4, but wa

will be charged for changes at that point .)

Thanks again for your help . I look forward to hearing from you .

Best, Patricia Sentson



June 7, 1995

Mrs. Steina Vasulka
Route #6, Box 100
Santa Fe
NM 87501
U.S .A .

Dear Mrs. Vasulka:

I would like to express my most sincere th

Yours truly,

Louise Poissant

Enclosures

Fl;qp

G.R.A.M .
Groupe de Recherche en Arts M6diatiques

UniversM du Qu6bec 8 Montr6al, DAp. darts plastiques
C.P . 8888, succursale Centre-Ville

Montr6al, Qu6bec, Canada
H3C3P8

T61:5149878237

	

Fax: 5149874651

You will find attached the photos you were so kind to send us. I chose 3 ofthese to illustrate
the text written by Rosanna Albertini for our book titled Esthetique des arts mediatiques. It
will be published in two volumes by the Presses de 1'Universit6 du Quebec in a few weeks.

Sc~.~



ROCHESTER INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
College of Graphic Arts & Photography

One Lomb Memorial Drive

Rochester, New York 14623

(7161 464-2716 (Photo)
464-2727 (Print)

September 18, 1974

Dear Woody and Steina,

I am writing to you at the suggestion of Joan Rongeiras of
the Memorial Art Gallery here in Rochester .

	

I am starting up
a small magazine dealing with criticism of media-arts,
including video, film and photographs . The magazine will be
sent gratis to museums and other educational institutions .
This is not a commercial venture, RIT will foot the bill and
so there will be no advertising .

In any event, I knew Joan has been traveling around, trying
to find out what people are doing in video . I then approached
her to write a piece for the magazine . She told me that she
would eventually do so, but that you two were more actively
involved and would probably be in a better position to do this,
so here I am asking .

Unfortunately, I cannot pay you for your efforts, but what
I can do is offer you total control of as many pages as you
think you need for whatever it is that you want to write .
All printing is done by offset on an 8X11 format, and if you
would like to include photographs all the better . The choice
of subject is, of course, your own - as would be the scope of
your treatment .

	

-

In the meantime, please let me know whether you would be
interested in such an undertaking . I would need all of your
copy and your instructions for their use (if you have any)
by the third week in October - as we go to press the following
week - and I am anxious for the video article to be included
in the first issue .

Thank you for your time, and if you have any questions please
call

	

or write - address

	

below .

136 Harvard Street
Rochester, New York

	

14607
Telephone : 716/244-3256

of



THE INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY FOR THE

LEONARDO
ARTS, SCIENCES AND TECHNOLOGY

2 May 1994

Steina Vasulka
Route #6
Box 100
Santa Fe, NM 97501

Dear Steina :

Thank You for sending us the disk containing the text of your
article for publication in LEONARDO . I enjoyed reading it a great
deal---you have a terrific writing style . I am forwarding a copy of
it to Judy Malloy .

All LEONARDO manuscripts are peer-reviewed by artists and others
familiar with the author's field . Reviewers' comments are sent to
the author for her or his use in revising their text . Judy will be
one of the reviewers of your paper, and she will suggest a second
reviewer . This process can take 2 to 3 months .

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me .

Thank you very much .

Patricia Bentson
Senior Editor

672 South Van Ness Avenue, San Francisco, CA 94110, U.S.A.

	

Phone:

	

(415) 431-7414

	

Fax:

	

(415) 431-5737



THE INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY FOR THE

LEONARDO
ARTS, SCIENCES AND TECHNOLOGY

18 January 1994

Steina Vasulka
RR 6, Box 100
Santa Fe, NM 87501

Re : Women, Art and Technology in LEONARDO

Dear Steina Vasulka :

Thank you for interest in submitting an article for LEONARDo's
Women, Art and Technology project! Please note the following
upcoming deadlines for manuscripts .

15 April 1994

Papers submitted by 15 April 1994 and accepted will be published
in early 1995 .

15 June 1994

Paper submitted by 15 June 1994 and accepted will be published in
late 1995 .

Accepted articles will be published on an ongoing basis'in
regular issues of LEONARDO or LEONARDO MUSIC JOURNAL, as
appropriate . In addition, articles will be considered for
eventual publication in a Leonardo Book published by the MIT
Press on Women, Art and Technology .

A reminder : Manuscripts fall into two main categories :
"Articles", with a maximum of 5,000 words and 8 black-and-white
illustrations ; and "Notes", with a maximum of 2500 words and up
to 4 black-and-white illustrations . Depending on space
available, Articles and Notes may sometimes include 1 color
illustration .

Papers received after these dates will be considered for
publication in future journal issues . LEONARDO is committed to
publishing works bye women on an ongoing basis . All papers will be
considered for publication in the book after publication in the
journal .

I would appreciate your return of the enclosed pre-addressed
postcard immediately indicating which of these deadlines you can
meet . This postcard, including a brief description of your
article, should be sent to the LEONARDO Editorial Office .

672 South Van Ness Avenue, San Francisco, CA 94110, U.S.A .

	

Phone:

	

(415) 431-7414

	

Fax :

	

(415) 431-5737



Proposals and^manuscripts should be sent to :

LEONARDO Editorial Office
Attn : Judy Malloy/Patricia Bentson
672 South Van Ness Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94110
Tel : 415-431-7414
Fax : 415-431-5737
Email : < isast@garnet .berkeley .edu>

Thank you very much . I look forward to hearing from you .

Sincerely yours,

	

Enclosures :
Call for Papers
Editorial/Illustration

Guidelines
Postcard

Patricia Bentson
Senior Editor
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THE INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY FOR THE

LEONARDO
ARTS, SCIENCES AND TECHNOLOGY'

15 October 1993

Steina Vasulka
Route 6, Box 100
Santa Fe, NM

Re : Women, Art and Technology in LEONARDO

Dear Steina Vasulka :

The international, interdisciplinary journal LEONARDO is actively
soliciting articles by women who work with technology . Your video
work has come to my attention on the recommendation of LEONARDO
Co-Editor Judy Malloy as falling within the scope of this special
topic and being of potential interest to our readers . We would
like to invite you to submit for publication consideration a
manuscript describing your work in the field .

LEONARDO, published bimonthly, is an art journal featuring
illustrated articles written by artists about their work . The
journal also includes other writings considered useful to the
contemporary artist . Special attention is given to the
connections of art to science and technology .

Accepted articles will be published on an ongoing basis in
regular issues of LEONARDO or LEONARDO MUSIC JOURNAL, as
appropriate . In addition, articles will be considered for
eventual publication in a Leonardo Book published by the MIT
Press on Women, Art and Technology .

I enclose for your information'the call for papers detailing
topics of interest . I enclose as well the journal's Editorial
and Illustration Guidelines . If you wish to submit a paper for
consideration, your close adherence to the journal's guidelines
will minimize revisions and editorial processing time .

Manuscripts fall into two main categories : "Articles", with a
maximum of 5,000 words and 8 black-and-white illustrations ; and
"Notes", with a maximum of 2500 words and up to 4 black-and-white
illustrations . Depending on space available, Articles and Notes
may sometimes include 1 color illustration .

Papers received by `i,5 December 1993 will be considered for
publication in the journal in 1994 . Papers received after this
date will be considered for publication in future journal issues .
LEONARDO is committed to publishing works by women on an ongoing
basis . All papers will be considered for publication in the book
after publication in the journal .

672 South Van Ness Avenue, San Francisco, CA 94110, U.S .A .

	

Phone:

	

(415) 431-7414

	

Fax:

	

(415) 431-5737



I encourage you to submit a manuscript outline or proposal before
preparing a full manuscript .

I would appreciate your return of the enclosed pre-addressed
postcard immediately indicating whether you are interested in
this opportunity to write an article on this topic for our
international audience . This postcard, including a brief
description of your article, should be sent to the LEONARDO
Editorial Office .

Proposals and manuscripts should be sent to :

LEONARDO Editorial Office
Attn : Judy Malloy/Patricia Bentson
672 South Van Ness Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94110
Tel : 415-431-7414
Fax : 415-431-5737
Email : < isast@garnet .berkeley .edu>

Thank you very much . I look forward to hearing from you .

Sincerely yours,

	

Enclosures :
Call for Papers
Editorial/Illustration

Guidelines
Postcard

Patricia Bentson
Senior Editor
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MCUU:
RELEASE . .. hin nuMen and hm2ch

EOSC
VIDEOSCOPE deals with the mechanics, techniques and aesthetics of video tape

production .

	

All types of new and available enuipment are discussed

in depth .

	

The magazine reports who is doing what in video and how they

From the national networks to the local high school ; from

the television studio to the portapak ; from ore-production to post-production

techniques ; the entire scope is covered .

As a communications metlium, video is constantly reviewed ; the way it is

being used today, commercially and alternatively, and its

for the future .

VIDEOSCOPE is a two-wav

point where readers can

to become writers and contribute articles for future issues .

Appearing regularly will be ; Industry Activities, New Publications, Equipment

News, Product Testing, Questions and Answers, Video Applications and Video

Workshon .

are doing it .

communications medium .

share ideas and information .

It acts as a

unlimited potential

Readers

coordinating

are encouraged

Gordon and Breach Science Publishers
1 Park Avenue, New York, NY 10016
42 William IV Street, London WC2
7-9 rue Emile Dubois, Paris 14e



Some future articles will be ; Cable vs the Airwaves, Experimental Video and

Video Art, The Future of Television, Videotape and Education, Producinq with

Tape vs Producing with Film, Tape vs Film for TV Nevis Gathering, and Television

in Canada, England, Japan and Around the World .

VIDEOSCOPE SUBSCRIPTION RATES
USA/CANADA

	

GREAT BRITAIN/ELSEWHERE
Libraries/Institutions/Companies

	

$19.50

	

0.60

	

/ $23 .00

Personal stibscri bers*

	

$ 9.50

	

M40

	

/ $13 . On

VIDEOSCOPE - Please enter . . . . . . . . . subscriptions per volume postpaid :

Name

	

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Signature . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Date . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

*Individuals who warrant-the journal is for their own use and order direct
from the publisher .


